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Abstract
Metabolic syndrome is a current, and growing, problem across the United States for its
impact on personal health and corresponding workplace and personal performance.
Metabolic syndrome encompasses conditions related to diabetes, obesity, and negative
blood lipid profiles. In an attempt to investigate and propose a real-world solution to
metabolic syndrome, the purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between
vigorous activity participation (a known effective combatant of metabolic syndrome) and
servant leadership. The quantitative investigation was performed to provide empirical
evidence for health care professionals, coaches/trainers, and community and
organizational leaders to further develop programs, recruit participation, and foster
environments that promote positive cognitive outcomes and physical activity behaviors in
the daily lives of individuals. The variables of vigorous activity and servant leadership
characteristics were collected, compiled, and studied for a possible relationship through
statistical correlations in a local population. While a directional relationship between the
variables was not able to be established, it leaves open other possibilities for the
successful implementation of physical activity in today’s personal and professional
environments. The gathered evidence supports a number of possible solutions. Healthcare
professionals are encouraged to continue asking about physical activity as a vital sign.
Coaches and trainers are encouraged to promote physical activity participation through
holistic benefits and shift away from promotion through aesthetics. These fitness
professionals are also encouraged to lower barriers of entry into physical activity.
Community and organizational leaders are encouraged, irrespective of leadership style, to
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create and foster environments that promote physical activity by cultivating healthy
cultures and removing barriers for physical activity participation.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Introduction and Background
The path to effective leadership is as diverse as the number of people who attempt
to excel in its execution. Numerous studies have attempted to find recurring themes,
personality traits, and philosophies that compositionally lead to successful and effective
leadership (Northouse, 2012). Deeper analysis has shown there is no one perfect
leadership style or method that applies to every situation or organizational environment
(Bolden, Gosling, Marturano, & Dennison, 2003). However, it is possible to identify
recurring practices, traits, characteristics, methodologies, and philosophies prevalent in
certain situations among identified leaders.
Upon evaluating various leaders from a broad range of fields and disciplines,
observed similarities amongst many of the leaders begins to form. These observations of
the habits and structure of successful leaders, as they facilitate their daily workings and
execution of their leadership strategies, begin to show a number of commonalities
(Bolden et al., 2003). One observed theme among many of these identified leaders is a
structured daily physical activity routine (McDowell-Larson, 2009). It would be easy to
dismiss these habits as random occurrences or chance habits but from the later literature
review, it will be evident that many of these leaders use this time of physical activity as a
personal outlet that they partially credit as contributive towards their execution of
successful leadership (Atwater, Dionne, Avolio, Camobreco, & Lau, 1999; Kwoh, 2013;
McDowell-Larsen, Kearney, & Campbell, 2002).
The philosophy of servant leadership also presents an interesting perspective of
leadership practice. Greenleaf’s (1977) major assertion of servant leadership arises from
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the leader firmly being a servant first who consciously chooses leadership to facilitate
growth in those being served. Greenleaf (1977) further describes the achievement of
growth as primarily dependent on the individuals within the groups and the collective
mission. While the group’s mission is situation specific, the ability of a leader to cultivate
individual growth by persuasively applying wisdom in an emotionally safe environment
while still accomplishing organizational goals is a fascinating perspective on leadership.
This dissertation in practice collected and presents data that examines the
relationship between five servant leadership characteristics and leaders’ participation in
vigorous activity. The International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) was used to
measure physical activity related to health-enhancing activity across various life domains
(Kurtze, Rangul, & Hustvedt, 2008). The Servant Leadership Questionnaire (SLQ)
(Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006) was used to assess five servant leadership characteristics
commonly used in the leadership literature.
Statement of the Problem
Metabolic syndrome, encompassing conditions such as obesity, high blood
pressure, type 2 diabetes, and negative lipid profiles as they contribute to cardiovascular
illness and mortality, is affecting nearly 35% of all adults and 50% of all adults 60 years
and older in the United States (Aguilar, Bhuket, & Torres, 2015). Metabolic syndrome
and the declining health across America is impacting productivity and employee welfare
(Boles, Pelletier, & Lynch, 2004). These chronic illnesses and associated side effects
have the potential for increased absenteeism. However, poor health presentism has been
shown to have an even greater impact on work performance than work absence alone
through reduced employee engagement levels (Buck, Main, Phillips, Varnava, & Wynne-
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Jones, 2009; Sturrock & Schmidtchen, 2013). Additionally, evidence suggests
organizations that build cultures of health by emphasizing employee well-being have
competitive advantages in the marketplace and yield greater workforce value (Thayer et
al., 2013). Research has shown vigorous activity measurably improves personal health
and the prevention of obesity, elevated blood sugar, and negative lipid profiles (Swain &
Franklin, 2006; Williams, 2004). However, less than 5% of the U.S. population
participates in vigorous activity (swimming, running, or strength training) on a regular
basis (Tudor-Locke, Johnson, & Katzmarzyk, 2010).
The health and well-being culture of an organization is a product of the authentic
and effective leader-follower relationship that influences the workplace environment
(Akram, Akram, Hussain, Haider, & Lei, 2016). The actions and habits of leaders have
the ability to serve as demonstrations and models for followers to observe and could
serve as an influential factor on follower’s health and well-being self-efficacy and
behaviors (Gardner, Luthans, May, Walumbwa, & Aviolio, 2004). In the realm of
leadership, the overall physical and mental health of the employees is rarely considered
outside of relationships to workplace performance and healthcare costs (Goh, Pfeffer, &
Zenios, 2016). Servant leadership may offer an exception as practitioners share a
philosophy of caring for the whole person (Greenleaf, 1977). Servant leadership, as a
leader-follower relationship philosophy, provides a unique leadership guide because the
whole person (health, emotional, and career) is emphasized throughout the relationship
and the results have been shown to positively impact organizational goals and outcomes
(Neubert et al., 2013). A better understanding of the relationship between vigorous
activity participation and servant leadership practices used by leadership practitioners
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could provide information that can be used in interventions to combat metabolic
syndrome.
If vigorous activity participation has been shown to be an effective combatant of
metabolic syndrome and servant leadership provides a normative philosophy that
conceptually suggests an organization’s followers can be influenced and holistically
impacted by a leader, it raises the question as to what the relationship is between the
frequency of vigorous activity of a leader and the level of servant leadership
characteristics of a leader. The potential of these two apparently isolated practices
warrants the investigation of identifying any relationship that exists between the
variables.
Many factors contribute to the problem of the increasing rates of metabolic
syndrome. A lack of understanding in the usefulness of physical activity, a lack of time
for exercise, or an aversion to physical activity are some of the hurdles individuals
experience to participating in regular physical activity (Kamerow, 2015; Torjesen, 2015).
A lack of understanding of the philosophy of servant leadership and how to apply the
philosophy as a leadership practice within an organization or group are two hurdles to the
frequency of using servant leadership characteristics. This study contributes to the body
of knowledge needed to address the problem of metabolic syndrome by exploring the
relationship between the use of five identified servant leadership characteristics and
vigorous activity participation in self-identified leaders.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this quantitative study was to examine the relationship between
servant leadership and vigorous activity participation among individuals that self-identify
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as leaders. For the purpose of this study, self-identified leaders are defined as people who
practice leadership in their work or community life. The independent variable is the
amount of self-reported vigorous activity completed by the leader over a one-week period
of time (the previous 7 days) in minutes per week measured using the International
Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ, 2002; Kurtze et al., 2008). Vigorous activity is
defined as physical activity that causes breathing rates to become deep and rapid, sweat
development after only a few minutes of activity, the inability to say more than a few
words without pausing for a breath, high rates of perceived exertion (RPE), and HRmax
(the maximum number of beats per minute your heart can reach during physical exertion)
elevated above 85% of resting baseline (Mayo Clinic Staff, 2016; Norton, Norton, &
Sadgrove, 2010; World Health Organization [WHO], n.d.). The dependent variable is the
self-reported usage of servant leadership characteristics measured using the Servant
Leadership Questionnaire (Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006). Servant leadership characteristics
are defined as the five servant leadership characteristics: altruistic calling, emotional
healing, organizational stewardship, persuasive mapping, and wisdom (Barbuto &
Wheeler, 2006).
Research Question
The following research question guided this quantitative study:
What is the relationship between servant leadership and participation in vigorous
activity among self-identified leaders?
Aim of the Study
The aim of the study was to conduct original research to better understand the
relationship between participation in vigorous physical activity and the frequency in use
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of five servant leadership characteristics. The findings from this research could be used to
provide empirical evidence to help address the complex real-world problem of the rising
rates of metabolic syndrome observed across the United States. The study could benefit
health care professionals who can revise policies rooted in the additional benefits of
vigorous activity participation and also further support the clinical reporting of physical
activity as a vital sign. The study could also benefit coaches and trainers in recruiting new
clientele as the beneficial qualities of physical activity could be advertised and monetized
to a wide-ranging and influential population. Finally, the study could provide a new
awareness to community and organizational leaders of the beneficial effects of physical
activity on their personal health and positive effects on their groups and businesses
through an augmentation of environments that promote regular physical activity.
Methodology Overview
To explore the relationship between vigorous activity and servant leadership an
exploratory quantitative online survey research design was used (see Appendix A).
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval from Creighton University was granted to
ensure ethical guidelines were in place and implemented (see Appendix B). Initial
planning suggested a minimum of 218 respondents would be required given a sample size
estimated at 500 people for 95% confidence level ("Raosoft Sample size calculator,"
2004). As noted in Chapter 3, after data cleaning 162 usable participants were actually
obtained. After IRB approval, participants were recruited from a Midwestern state
university faculty population and members of a local gym. Only participants who selfidentified as leaders were invited to complete the full online survey. The Servant
Leadership Questionnaire (Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006) was utilized to gather data related
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to the use of five specific individual servant leadership characteristics. The IPAQ was
used to measure, in minutes per week, the amount of vigorous physical activity (Kurtze et
al., 2008). The initial data was examined through scatter plots for non-linear and
curvilinear relationships in addition to frequency, mode, median, range, variance, and
standard deviation of the variables. Pearson correlation to examine the relationship
between vigorous activity participation and the mean score of each servant leadership
characteristic was performed and a correlation matrix reported.
Definition of Relevant Terms
The following terms will be used within the study.
Altruistic calling: a leader’s generosity of the spirit consistent with a
philanthropic purpose in life (Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006).
Emotional healing: a leader’s commitment to and skill in fostering spiritual
recovery from hardship or trauma (Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006).
Exercise: a subcategory of physical activity that is planned, repetitive, and
structured for improvements or maintenance of physical fitness (WHO, n.d.).
Organizational stewardship: a leader’s dedication to prepare an organization to
make a positive contribution to society through community development, programs, and
outreach (Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006).
Persuasive mapping: a leader’s ability to use sound reasoning and mental
frameworks to encourage others to visualize the organization’s future and offer
persuasive and compelling reasons to get others to do things (Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006).
Physical activity: any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that
requires energy expenditure (WHO, n.d.).
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Servant leadership: servant leadership is a philosophy and set of practices that
enriches the lives of individuals, builds better organizations and ultimately creates a more
just and caring world (Greenleaf, 1977).
Servant leadership characteristics: the five characteristics that are conceptually
and empirically distinct from the Servant Leadership Questionnaire: altruistic calling,
emotional healing, wisdom, persuasive mapping, and organizational
stewardship (Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006).
Vigorous Activity: physical activity that causes breathing rates being deep and
rapid, sweat development after only a few minutes of activity, and the inability to say
more than a few words without pausing for a breath, high rates of perceived exertion
(RPE), and HRmax elevated above 85% (Mayo Clinic Staff, 2016; Norton et al., 2010, p.
2; World Health Organization [WHO], n.d.).
Wisdom: a leader’s combined awareness and anticipation, the ideal of perfect and
practical, combining the height of knowledge, observation, prediction, and utility
(Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006).
Limitations, Delimitations, and Personal Biases
This quantitative study did have delimitations, limitations, and personal bias that
were identified and addressed as much as possible. The study was sequestered to the
confines of one geographical area in a Southern Midwestern state. Further delimitations
included the exclusion of lower level activity such as moderate and light activity and
activities of daily living. These levels of activity were not included in the research as the
study is focusing on the benefits of vigorous activity exclusively. The inclusion of any
person performing leadership activities as the study set provides another delimitation as
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individuals not self-identifying as leaders were not considered. These delimitations
reduce the generalizability of the results to other practicing leaders rather than to the
entire population or to other subgroups. The selection of a viable sample size had the
potential to prove challenging depending on volunteer participation levels. In addition,
the potential challenge of finding leaders who reported vigorous activity participation as
part of their personal routine was considered. The study design itself established
delimitations in regard to an inability to determine causation or causal direction as the
data provided descriptive associations exclusively.
Limitations of this study included a number of factors primarily related to the
reported levels of the collected variable distributions. The independent variable of
vigorous activity participation had a small number (9) of respondents who reported
extremely high amounts of vigorous activity (over 800 minutes per week). The lack of a
large sample population in this high range limited the relationship-based inferences that
could be made because these nine participants also reported varying levels of servant
leadership characteristics. Additionally, high scores of the servant leadership
characteristics were observed across the sample population limiting the possible variance.
Both of these situations created the ability for limitations in the statistical bivariate
correlation tests (scatter plots and Pearson correlations) by presenting non-normal
variable distributions.
Personal bias also needs to be communicated as it relates to this study. I am an
avid fitness enthusiast and coach to a number of successful athletes across the country.
What led me to this Dissertation in Practice topic was my deep interest in both leadership
and fitness. I observed a number of members of my gym who were also managers,
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department heads, and a CFO of a Fortune 500 company who attested to the importance
of vigorous activity participation as part of their daily routine. In my studies of
leadership, both past and present, I have been drawn to leaders who also placed a high
importance on exercise participation as part of their success. Due to this bias it was
imperative that I allowed the data to speak for itself throughout the study. It was also
imperative that I remain impartial throughout the entire dissertation process, including the
development, writing, data collection, data analysis, interpretation, and presentation of
results. Consistent updates with my dissertation committee and a strict adherence to the
IRB guidelines helped ensure my impartiality.
Significance of the Dissertation in Practice Study
Maintaining leadership effectiveness is akin to maintaining health. In the realm of
maintaining personal health, proactive wellness is a much more effective and costeffective method of health maintenance than simply diagnosing and treating ill-health
reactively (Gutin & Kasper, 1992). In the realm of maintaining leadership effectiveness,
there are cost effective, proactive, and purposeful steps that can aid a leader in their
pursuit of effective leadership. Servant leadership is an emerging philosophy that
encompasses holistic care for individuals. As physical fitness improves personal
wellness, it is therefore worth exploring the relationship of vigorous activity participation
to servant leadership as an empirically found relationship could serve as a tool in the
combat of metabolic syndrome.
Summary
As research has led to a deeper focus into leadership and the influence leaders
have with others, it appears a number of leaders share the usage of vigorous activity in
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their daily habits and routines (Atwater et al., 1999; McDowell-Larsen et al., 2002). Both
physical health and leadership benefit from proactive attention and suffer when
neglected. The physical activity utilization of practicing leaders could hold potential as a
persuasive example for employees if the style of leadership proves authentic and
influential. While the relationship of vigorous activity to servant leadership could
possibly hold such potential, it needed a better understanding. Additionally, healthcare
providers, trainers, coaches, and community leaders could benefit from the increased
amount of empirical evidence related to physical activity and its promotion. The study
aimed to examine the relationship of vigorous activity participation and five identified
servant leadership characteristics to provide empirical evidence from which a proposed
solution to help address metabolic syndrome in the population could be based. It was
imperative to identify and embrace the delimitation, limitations, and bias of the study and
the researcher understand the usefulness of the results on which to base the solutions. The
following literature review will provide a comprehensive background into the benefits of
physical activity, leadership development, and a proposed conceptual relationship
between the variables.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Physical activity and fitness are well established for their positive outcomes on
personal health, mood, and wellness and to a lesser extent physical activity has also
shown impacts on positive personality traits and decision making (Collingwood, 1997;
Hupin et al., 2015). Leadership, and the study of its phenomenon along with its multiple
variables, has been studied for over two centuries (Stone & Patterson, 2005). Beginning
with great-man theories (Northouse, 2012), early studies into leadership began around the
industrial revolution as increased awareness came upon the observation of differential
leadership styles on productivity.
From that point the study of leadership has grown to incorporate almost every
variable that can have an effect on leadership and its practice. Anecdotally, physical
fitness and athletic prowess have long been associated with desirable leadership
characteristics, but very little research has been done to associate the two. With the
burgeoning development of kinesiology and exercise science starting in the 1970s people
began to research the interactions physical fitness provides in personality traits and life
skills. Collingwood (1997) published a flow chart that outlined how exercise participation
could lead to a series of positive personal and leadership traits in at-risk youth such as
confidence, self-discipline, goal-setting, and planning. While these are easily identifiable
positive personality traits, the study of physical activity application in the realm of
leadership is still a budding field.
In regard to leadership styles, servant leadership is one of many useful
philosophies and methodologies in the successful execution of leadership and
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organizational success. Servant leadership provides a unique perspective as the focus of
the leader is to empower and stimulate the members of the group themselves in the
pursuit of organizational goals (Greenleaf, 1977). This style shifts direct focus of the
leader to the growth and development of the people that compose the organization with
the belief that this facilitation will lead to positive organizational outcomes and goal
fulfillment.
The following literature review will first present findings about the professional
practice field of physical activity and leadership individually. These findings provide
background and a pertinent framing of why this is an important study in relation to the
role that leadership can play in the combat of metabolic syndrome. These sections will be
followed with a proposed conceptual relationship that connects the two apparently
separate practices, leadership and physical activity. Finally, self-determination theory is
described and used to provide a different view of the relationship that is based on a
descriptive theory rather than a normative theory.
Physical Activity Research
The literature, as a collective, is overwhelming positive in its associations of
physical activity and fitness on individual traits and their effect on leadership (Beachamp,
Welch, & Hulley, 2007; McDowell-Larsen et al., 2002; Robson, 2013). As mentioned
previously, the direct primary research showing associations between physical activity
participation and leadership, of any form, is in its infancy (Beachamp et al., 2007;
Himelhoch, 2014; Kwoh, 2013; McDowell-Larsen et al., 2002; Robson, 2013). However,
research has consistently shown physical activity participation improves psychological
factors, such as resilience and well-being, and sociological factors, such as social
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integration, cooperation, and respect (Bailey, 2006; Collingwood, 1997; Ferron, Narring,
Cauderay, & Michaud, 1999; Taylor, Sallis, & Needle, 1985; Wankel & Berger, 2018).
Metabolic Syndrome
The American Heart Association reports that 35 percent of adults are currently
afflicted by metabolic syndrome (Aguilar et al., 2015). Metabolic syndrome is defined as
possessing three or more of the following risk factors: abdominal obesity, increased
blood pressure, elevated blood sugar levels, high triglyceride levels, and low levels of
high density lipoprotein (HDL, i.e. good cholesterol; "What is Metabolic Syndrome,"
2016). Possession of these risk factors dramatically increases the risk for heart disease,
diabetes, and stroke. The prevalence of metabolic syndrome is closely linked to the
conditions of overweight, obesity, and lack of physical activity. However, it is possible to
prevent or delay metabolic syndrome. One preventative solution is for individuals to
make long-term changes in their lifestyle choices. One lifestyle choice that can affect
metabolic syndrome is regular physical activity participation. Research using rats has
shown vigorous activity has even been shown to be more beneficial than moderate
intensity activity for reducing cardiovascular risk in rats with metabolic syndrome
(Haram et al., 2009).
Physical Benefits
In general, physical activity has benefited humans in countless ways, from
warding off chronic disease in adults (Warburton, Nicol, & Bredin, 2006) to preventing
or reducing obesity in children (Janssen & LeBlanc, 2010). Physical activity, even in
modest forms, has shown numerous positive outcomes. The Committee on Exercise and
Cardiac Rehabilitation of the American Heart Association has stated that increased
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physical activity (encompassing leisure-time activities to formalized training programs)
increases cardiovascular function, decreases myocardial oxygen demand, controls blood
lipid abnormalities, reduces the effects of diabetes, and prevents or reduces obesity
(Fletcher, Balady, Blair, Blumenthal, & Caspersen, 1996).
Psychological and Sociological Benefits
While the physical health benefits of physical activity are generally accepted the
psychological and sociological aspects are still being explored. However, there is still a
growing accumulation of positive support for physical activity in these realms as well.
Meta-analysis has shown increased cognitive function in older adults including increases
in neural plasticity and executive-control processes (i.e., attention, inhibition, memory,
problem solving, and reasoning; Colcombe & Kramer, 2003). The high-intensity
atmosphere of CrossFit has also shown measured increases in tranquility (Kaus, 2014).
The physical benefits alone warrant the usage of physical activity and fitness, but when
increases in problem-solving and reasoning are also identified there could be a cross-over
benefit for on leadership (Wankel & Berger, 2018).
The military arena provides an interesting study where physical fitness and
psychological preparation are not only required in training but are essential for many of
the jobs and tasks asked of the men and women (Robson, 2013). While these jobs and
leadership positions rely on some aspect of physical fitness in their execution, further
studies are showing the benefits of physical activity are not limited to physically
demanding jobs alone. Robson (2013) suggests physical activity is not only important for
specific physically demanding jobs but can decrease work and environmental stressors
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and promote overall health and wellness in Air Force officers who spend most of their
time at desks.
Sociological benefits of physical activity are also documented for gains in social
integration, cooperation, and respect (Wankel & Berger, 2018). Improvements in selfesteem and social interactions from physical activity and sport also led to fewer
depressive symptoms (Eime, Young, Harvey, Charity, & Payne, 2013). Much of the
observed sociological benefits stem from participating in group sporting activities in
children and adolescences (Eime et al., 2013) but also being observed in the group based
high-intensity atmosphere of CrossFit (Claudino et al., 2018). These psychological and
sociological benefits have the potential to provide a conceptual bridge between the
measured variables of servant leadership characteristics and physical activity
participation.
Professional Practice Setting – Physical Activity
The setting outlined in the previous section highlighted one professional setting in
which exercise participation can be beneficial, the military (Robson, 2013). The military
provides an interesting study as many of the roles and responsibilities require some level
of physical expression and most members of the military are exposed to some type of
physical training in their preparatory stages (Robson, 2013). The continuation and
utilization of physical activity and fitness as military personnel progress through the
ranks of leadership is not often mentioned, nor studied (Robson, 2013). Although the
military rank and promotion system for early enlisted personnel includes physical tests of
performance, as personnel progress up the ranks and in the office core the physical tests
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become more lax or non-existent begging the question, what does the military see as the
relationship between physical activity and leadership.
The second arena of research related to the professional practice setting in which
physical activity participation can be beneficial is in upper level corporate management
(McDowell-Larsen et al., 2002). Much of this research has to do with perceptions and
stress management more than skill development (McDowell-Larsen et al., 2002). Chief
Executive Officers (CEOs) in high-profile positions within their corporations
increasingly find themselves interacting with the public and the media; therefore, the
perception of their physical appearance and physical and psychological health can
directly reflect positively or negatively on the organization they represent (Carney,
Cuddy, & Yap, 2010; Kwoh, 2013).
Limbach and Sonnenburg (2015) provided a study suggesting CEOs’ in
America’s S&P 1500 index who have completed a marathon had a positive impact on
firm value (from 4% to10% increased value) over those companies whose CEOs who had
not completed a marathon. Limbach and Sonnenburg (2015) concluded that it could have
been that “fitness moderates stress and positively affects cognitive functions and
performance” (p. 1). These examples support the argument physical activity participation
and leadership may be related in some way.
Vigorous Physical Activity
In regard to activity styles and approaches, vigorous modalities have recently
arisen as an effective and concise training method to participate in physical activity and
achieve fitness (Ozanian, 2015; Collingwood, 1997). One version of vigorous activity is
high intensity interval training, these intense, physically demanding, work periods range
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from 5 seconds to 8 minutes long and are usually performed at 80-95% of a person’s
maximum heart rate (Kravitz, 2014; Norton, et al., 2010). The work periods result in
escalated breathing patterns and the inability to say more than a few words without taking
a breath. Vigorous exercise includes activities like jogging or swimming laps. Physical
activity guidelines recommend accumulating at least 75 minutes each week of vigorousintensity aerobic physical activity (such as jogging or swimming laps) in bouts or
episodes of at least 10 minutes per episode (CDC, 2013). Often, individuals will exercise
at a vigorous level for short periods of time and then take moderate or light activity
breaks between vigorous bouts to accumulate vigorous exercise participation time.
The benefits of vigorous activity are not limited to the brevity and time saving
measures these intense sessions provide. These intense work sessions have come to show
an increased effectiveness in aerobic fitness in comparison to classic protracted
moderate-intensity fitness routines by conferring greater cardioprotective benefits
including improved systolic blood pressure, lipid profiles, and body fat
percentages (Swain & Franklin, 2006). Vigorous activity has also shown to increase the
lifespan of adults aged 45-75 years by up to 13 years regardless of sex, body fat
percentage, and the existence of pre-existing health maladies such as cardiovascular
disease and diabetes (Gebel et al., 2015). A further study showed 150 minutes a week of
moderate to vigorous intensity activity in adults 60 years and older reduced mortality rate
by 22% (Hupin et al., 2015). Vigorous activity has also been found to maximize health
outcomes and the prevention of medical conditions such as stroke, hypertension, and
colon and breast cancers regardless of age (Karlsen, Aamot, Haykowsky, & Rognmo,
2017).
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In addition to the cardiovascular benefits, vigorous activity participation has also
been linked to increased neural plasticity and brain health. Ahlskog (2011) showed how
participation in midlife vigorous activity could reduce the later risk of Parkinson disease
caused dementia and the risk of mild cognitive impairment. Many other studies have
related vigorous activity to a host of ranging positive outcomes in relation to
osteoporosis (Gutin & Kasper, 1992), sleep (Youngstedt, 2005), body weight (Williams,
2004), anxiety and depression (Morgan, 1985). Collectively, the research supports
vigorous activity as a concise method of exercise that is able to confer positive long term
neurological and systemic health outcomes. Even as vigorous activity’s benefits are
known, published, and promoted, less than 5% of the U.S. population participates in
vigorous activity on a regular basis (Tudor-Locke et al., 2010).
The benefit of physical activity on health and wellness is well established
(Fletcher et al., 1996; Karlsen et al., 2017). Additionally, the research specifically related
to vigorous activity participation demonstrates this method to be an effective and
beneficial form of activity for midlife and older adults in terms of brevity and neural and
systemic health outcomes. It further raises the question if participation in this method of
activity could be related to the traits and qualities that are characteristics of servant
leaders. The following section will review the existing research on leadership to set the
stage for studying the conceptual relationship between vigorous physical activity
participation and servant leadership.
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Leadership Research
The very base of this research project attempts to use the collected data and its
interpretation as a stepping stone to determining if vigorous activity participation and
servant leadership are related in any useful way. Social science research has increasingly
delved into the establishment of viable theories of leadership, its pursuit, execution, and
organizational structure. These observations have led to the identification of a large
number of possible approaches and styles a person could employ in their individualized
leadership practices (Horne, 2012). The academic pursuit of defining the collective styles,
elements, structures, and execution of leadership practice has been studied for less than
200 years. And as Jeremy Horne (2012) points out, “leadership is merely a tip of a very
large philosophical iceberg” (p. 1). The following demonstrative leadership theories and
examples can serve as the framework for situation-based applications of the cognitive and
behavioral characteristics that practicing leaders encounter in their social and professional
environments leading a group toward a common goal.
Leadership Study Evolution
The scientific exploration into leadership began with the Great Man Theories
around the industrial revolution (Northouse, 2012). These early theories hypothesized
that the traits found in these titans of industry were inborn, heroic, qualities that were
responsible for their thriving success (Northouse, 2012). The inherent limitations of the
genetic transmission of the Great Man Theory were contradicted by the continued
observation and identification of successful traits common amongst the burgeoning
leadership class which included women as leaders (Northouse, 2012). According to Lord,
deVader, & Alliger, Mann, and Stogdill (as cited in Northouse, 2012) a myriad of studies
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began attempting to identify the recurring traits across these leaders with little
overarching success. These observations and attempts to identify the common themes
across a variety of leadership applications began the identification of behavioral and
situational leadership theories (Blake & McCanse, 1991; Hershey & Blanchard, 1969). It
became clear a single set of traits, motivating factors, and personal qualities were not
present in every application of successful or effective leadership (Northouse, 2012).
Behavioral leadership theory. Queries into the deeper motivations and practical
applications of leadership led to a relative break-through in the observation that a leader’s
actions or behavior influences their followers and the leaders’ production (Northouse,
2012). Behavioral leadership theories such as the Blake/Mouton Managerial Grid show
the intersection of different production tasks (or actions or behaviors) with differing
personal interaction styles and the subsequent situational effectiveness (Blake &
McCanse, 1991). This theory development and subsequent research into successful
leadership application gave consideration to the dynamic application of varying
leadership styles in varying environments. It also further sparked the pursuit of leadership
study as a full reflection on the influences on personal leadership behaviors, interactions,
and the effectiveness of the methods and means in which they were delivered (Denison,
Hooijberg, & Quinn, 1995).
Situational leadership. With the Managerial Grid highlighting differing
management drivers and their proper and most efficient applications, situational
leadership came to highlight the variability of leadership styles to fit specific
organizational or interpersonal needs (Hershey & Blanchard, 1969). Hershey and
Blanchard (1969) established four leadership styles (telling, selling, participating, and
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delegating) dependent on the situation that is perceived by the leader. For example,
different situations could call for differing power structures, process or content
knowledge, comfort with group members. Our collective understanding of a leaders’
ability to transition between different styles dependent on the environment moved the
idea of leadership from one-tracked, single-sourced originations to dynamic and fluid
reactions and interactions based on the situation and the task at hand.
The shift of focus from individual traits and isolated applications of leadership to
larger framed, multidimensional considerations was further encouraged by the
establishment of the Integrated Psychological Theory (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995). This
theory addressed the psychological capacities, applications, and flexibilities a leader must
be able to foster in differing arenas (public, private, and personal) which allows them to
practice leadership (Scouller, 2011). The frame of this model has an inside-out
application. The inner, personal levels of leadership include the self-contained inner
thoughts, emotions, skills, beliefs, and personal know-how of the individual. While this
level is fluid in the sense of personal development and learning capabilities, it has a
trickle-down effect on the execution of the outward expressions of private and public
leadership (Scouller, 2011). The outward expressions, or behaviors, describe the ability
of an individual to impact and influence people on private (interpersonal) or public
(group) levels (Scouller, 2011). The Integrated Psychological Theory does not disqualify
the observations of previously established theories but instead embraces the fluidity of
changing theoretical tools for a variety of developing application environments
(Northouse, 2012).
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Transformational leadership. As seen in the Integrated Psychological Theory
(Scouller, 2011), our understanding of leadership became more advanced with a deeper
appreciation of the multiple influencing variables and the application of this new
knowledge. The picture of leadership came to focus on the personal interactions and
relationships a leader has with their followers or with other leaders in which they must
work with on different tasks. Burns (1978) highlighted these interactions in his seminal
identification of transactional and transformational leadership styles. Transactional
leadership details the motivating factors of job completion in exchange for something of
value (i.e., salary, recognition, money etc.). Transformational leadership acknowledges a
similar exchange but with a focus on motivation shifting from items of worth to the
personal motivations rooted in the increased facilitation of self-growth, personal selfworth, and morality (Stewart, 2006).
Bernard Bass (1993) also introduced a theory of transformational leadership.
Stewart (2006) explains the similarities between Bass’ (1993) theory and Burns’ (1978)
theory as both acknowledging the leader’s power is rooted in the ability to facilitate
change in an organization (or goal accomplishment) by facilitating relationships with
their followers which synergistically increase motivation and accomplishments of the
whole group. Successful transformational leadership demonstrates lower turnover rates,
high-end productivity, and employee satisfaction (Van Wart, 2015). This style of
leadership is often observed in periods of rapid change and limited resources relying on
the relationships between all actors being the most valuable resource at that time
(Northouse, 2012). Bass (1993) outlined four components of transformational leadership
that explain the important characteristics of a leaders practice:
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•

Idealized influence – the leader serves as a role model.

•

Inspirational motivation – the leader establishes an encouraging and inspirational
vision.

•

Intellectual stimulation – the leader stimulates associates to be innovative and
creative.

•

Individualized consideration – the leader coaches, supports, and encourages
associates.
Atwater and Yammarinol (1993) performed a regression analysis on data

collected from military personnel which indicated that leader’s personal attributes, such
as intelligence and athletic experience, significantly influenced their subordinates rating
of their transformational leadership characteristics. While this research began to
conceptualize the influence of physical activity and fitness as possibly being related to
leadership practices within a military setting it did not isolate physical activity and fitness
as an individual variable to study (Atwater & Yammarinol, 1993). Himelhoch (2014)
took this step by researching the question, “How do the lived experiences of avid
exercisers intersect with their behavior as leaders?” (Himelhoch, 2014, p. 2). In this study
five current, avid, high-intensity interval training (HIIT) practitioners were studied using
a qualitative method (Himelhoch, 2014). Himelhoch (2014) found that participants
indicated strong ties between their exercise participation and their leadership practices
saying that for them both variables require a strong sense of inner-drive, focus, discipline,
strategy, prioritization, and the ability to step out of their comfort zones.
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Servant Leadership
The evolving study of leadership continued to explore the interactions between
leaders and followers and the underlying characteristics that were present in effective
leadership examples. Reoccurring observations of leaders who were ethical, practical,
and created meaningful relationships while achieving organizational results led the
identification and description of the servant leadership theory (Keith, 2013). Servant
leadership suggests that group success is attained through legitimate power to empower
the follower by being a servant to the followers needs (Greenleaf, 1977). Kent Keith,
CEO of the Greenleaf Center for Servant Leadership, further summarized Robert
Greenleaf’s own words:
“The difference manifests itself in the care taken by the servant-first to make sure
that other people's highest priority needs are being served. The best test, and
difficult to administer, is: Do those served grow as persons? Do they, while being
served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous, more likely themselves
to become servants? And, what is the effect on the least privileged in society?
Will they benefit or at least not be further deprived?” (Keith, 2013, p. 29)
As mentioned in the quote a metric of health is included in this description of
effective servant leadership. As was noted previously, regular exercise participation can
affect health (Fletcher et al., 1996; Karlsen et al., 2017). This common variable of health,
along with other shared qualities of inner-drive, discipline, strategy, and working outside
of one’s comfort zone all provide conceptual pivots point to explore a potential
relationship between the variables of physical activity participation and servant
leadership. Servant leadership theory, presented by Robert Greenleaf (1977), displays an
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interesting opportunity in the study of effective leadership practices and the possible
conceptual relationship between vigorous activity participation and leadership.
Servant Leadership Characteristics. To fully understand and encapsulate the
theory and methodology of servant leadership Larry Spears (2010), former president of
the Greenleaf Center for Servant Leadership, established ten characteristics that are
crucial for the development and application of successful servant leadership. The ten
characteristics include:
Listening. Leadership is often observed as the outward expression of
communication and decision-making. The listening characteristic of servant leadership on
the other hand highlights the need to stay mindful and aware of both outside sources and
inner thought at a personal level before acting (Zisa, 2013). Effective servant leaders
actively seek ways to listen and reflect on observations at an equal rate compared to
outward expressions (Spears, 2010).
Empathy. The empathy characteristic of servant leadership relays the need for
effective leaders to accept the individuals as individuals and people first (Spears, 2010).
To practice empathy leaders must identify followers as well-intentioned and valuable
even when certain behaviors or performances may be deemed by the leader as
unacceptable (Spears, 2010).
Healing. One of the greatest strengths of servant leadership is its capacity to
foster personal growth (Greenleaf, 1977). The healing characteristic of servant leadership
acknowledges that humans are not perfect, ideas are not perfectly formed at their outset,
so mistakes happen, and many people are suffering from brokenness in some regard.
Therefore, the practice of servant leadership provides a metaphorical umbrella to allow
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for the natural exploration, repair, forgiveness, and growth from these errors and missteps
(Spears, 2010).
Awareness. Greenleaf (1977) stated, “awareness is not a giver of solace—it is just
the opposite. It is a disturber and an awakener. Able leaders are usually sharply awake
and reasonably disturbed. They are not seekers after solace. They have their own inner
serenity” (p. 41). Therefore, the awareness characteristic of servant leadership requires
leaders to practice consistent awareness which applies to both personal/self-awareness
and environmental/situational awareness (Spears, 2010).
Persuasion. One of the largest delineators of servant leadership and other
leadership theories (e.g., transactional or transformational leadership theories) is the
origination of power and compliance (Greenleaf, 1977). In servant leadership the
persuasion characteristic is based on the ability of a leader to use personal motivations to
inspire others to work towards common group goals rather than commands based solely
on positional authority (Spears, 2010).
Conceptualization. Conceptualization refers to an individual’s ability to be a
visionary for an organization, providing a clear sense of its goals and direction
(Northouse, 2012). However, a key component to the conceptualization characteristic of
servant leadership that differentiates it from the foresight characteristic (see below) is that
the leader has to maintain a firm grasp on the realities of the day-to-day path to
fulfillment (Spears, 2010). Leaders must do the work of determining what work needs to
be done to build the bridge between conceptual dreams and the process realities that can
bring those dreams to reality (Spears, 2010).
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Foresight. The servant leadership characteristic of foresight is the ability to
predict future scenarios and outcomes (Spears, 2010). Successful foresight requires
leaders to fully grasp the lessons from the past, be intuitive about the current realities, and
anticipate intended and unintended consequence that could happen in the future (Spears,
2010). While the characteristic of foresight is relatively easy to practice, the inputs and
considerations that lead to predicting the future scenarios and outcomes are vast and
multivariable (Spears, 2010).
Stewardship. Stewardship is defined as holding something in trust for
another (Block, 2013). Servant leadership characteristics of stewardship requires a leader
to hold both the goals of the group or organization and their personal consideration of the
health, wisdom, freedom, and growth in trust at the same time (Spears, 2010).
Commitment to the growth of people. A common theme recurring across all of
the described servant leadership characteristics is the consistent awareness and
maintenance to the well-being of all employees and colleagues (Keith, 2013). The
commitment to the growth of people characteristic speaks to the synergistic quality of all
of the other individual characteristics and their facilitation of the global goal and
approach of servant leadership itself (Spears, 2010). This global goal is as Keith (2013)
suggested, that individuals while being served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more
autonomous, more likely themselves to become servant leaders.
Building Community. The final servant leadership characteristic of building
community takes the application of servant leadership from the personal and private
realms of leadership outlined by the Integrated Psychological model and demonstrates
how these characteristics upscale to the public realm of leadership (Northouse, 2012).
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The building community characteristic highlights how practicing effective servant
leadership can create a positive feedback system where the group facilitates the
individual and the individual equally facilitates the group through the establishment of
positive, safe, empathetic, and collegial environments (Spears, 2010).
These ten hallmark characteristics provide an opportunity to understand the
relationship between other variables and servant leadership practice. The dynamic and
fluid nature of the world requires practitioners of servant leadership to be constantly
aware and adaptable to ensure their organization, employees, and colleagues are being
served appropriately. Given the complex, dynamic nature of servant leadership theory
one may ask, what cognitive and behavioral tools does a servant leadership practitioner
use to practice all of these characteristics?
Servant leadership characteristics – condensed. In an attempt to create a
reliable and functional measure for empirical research of servant leadership
characteristics, Barbuto and Wheeler (2006) distilled the ten established characteristics
listed above into five factors through a series of studies that guided the factor extractions
and item reduction. The resulting factors capture the overall essence of servant leadership
theory while identifying conceptually and empirically distinct characteristics that provide
a more manageable and digestible set of dimensions for analysis. They include:
Altruistic calling. Altruism is defined as the concern for others while staying
firmly rooted to the work of justice (Kolvenbach, 2000). Altruistic calling, as defined by
Barbuto and Wheeler (2006), is the servant leadership characteristic that describes a
leader’s inherent desire to make a positive difference in other people’s lives. Altruistic
calling encompasses generosity and a natural desire for a leader to serve other people’s
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needs before their own (Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006). An example item from the
questionnaire is: I sacrifice my own interests to meet others’ needs (1- Not at all to 5Frequently, if not always).
Emotional healing. Emotional healing, as defined by Barbuto and Wheeler
(2006), is the servant leadership characteristic that describes the leader’s utilization of
empathy and listening to foster an environment where personal recovery from hardships,
trauma, and failure are allowed and embraced. This characteristic also includes the
wisdom to realize this process takes time and is as individualized as those who are
healing (Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006). This characteristic also describes the leader’s
practices that establish an environment where professional dialogue is encouraged and is
repercussion free (Barbuto & Gifford, 2010). An example item from the questionnaire is:
I am talented at helping others heal emotionally (1- Not at all to 5 – Frequently, if not
always).
Wisdom. Leaders high in wisdom are characteristically observant and anticipatory
across most functions and settings (Bierly, Kessler, & Christensen, 2000). The servant
leadership characteristic of wisdom, according to Barbuto and Wheeler (2006) represents
the combination of the leader’s awareness of surroundings and the anticipation of
consequences providing an ideal balance between what is perfect and what is practical.
This characteristic requires the leader to display high levels of knowledge and utility
(Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006). An example item from the questionnaire is: I am good at
anticipating the consequences of decisions (1- Not at all to 5 – Frequently, if not always).
Persuasive mapping. Leaders who utilize persuasive mapping encourage others to
have a vision of the organizational future and are authentically persuasive by giving
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found reasons to motivate others to work for the common goals (Barbuto & Wheeler,
2006). These skills are further facilitated by efficient planning, goal visioning, and clear,
yet motivating, communication (Barbuto & Gifford, 2010). An example item from the
questionnaire is: I offer compelling reasons to get others to do things (1- Not at all to 5 –
Frequently, if not always).
Organizational stewardship. Organizational stewardship is based in the ethical
responsibility a leader has to guide his or her organization to make a positive impact on
the community, delivered programs, and those who are exposed to the organizational
processes and outcomes (Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006). The organizational stewardship is
overarching, inundating, and pervasive in the global proactive, reactive, and daily
applications and methods of a leader (Spears, 2010). An example item from the
questionnaire is: I am preparing the organization to make a positive difference in the
future (1- Not at all to 5 – Frequently, if not always).
Barbuto and Wheeler (2006) admit that the hallmark characteristics of servant
leadership developed by Spears (2010) such as listening, empathy, and growth are not
expressly measured in their scale. However, they explain that these absent characteristics
are not exclusive hallmarks of servant leadership and are multifactorial, which means
they can be found across many of the five distilled characteristics (Barbuto & Wheeler,
2006).
The questionnaire developed by Barbuto and Wheeler (2006) provides a
measurement tool to help assess the presence of the defining characteristics of servant
leadership in the population. The questionnaire by Barbuto and Wheeler (2006) mixes
cognitive tools of leadership practice, for example beliefs, attitudes, social norms, and
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expectations, and behavioral tools of a leadership practice for example, what the
individual has done. Both cognitive and behavioral items are assessed using a frequency
scale, 1- Not at all, 2- Once in a while, 3- Sometimes, 4-Fairly often, and 5 – Frequently,
if not always. In this study, the five-factor scale developed by Barbuto and Wheeler
(2006) to measure the presence of servant leadership characteristics was used to provide
data for analysis among individuals who self-identified as practicing leadership and who
participated in vigorous physical activity.
Conceptual Relationship between Vigorous Physical Activity and Servant
Leadership
Given the desired goals of physical and psychological health among individuals
who participate in vigorous physical activity and the desired goals of holistic health in
servant leadership practitioners there is a possible conceptual relationship between the
two that if better understood has the potential to help combat the growing occurrences of
metabolic syndrome. One proposed conceptual relationship between vigorous activity
participation and servant leadership characteristics is based on the common cognitive
behavior variable required to both participate in vigorous activity and practice servant
leadership, i.e., motivation. Motivation is defined as the deeper reasons of why and how
people take action or their attempts to influence the actions of others (Ryan & Deci,
2000). The concept of motivation is dependent on intrinsic and extrinsic values and
rewards (Edmunds, Ntoumanis, & Duda, 2007). The motivations, or expected outcomes,
that are likely to result from an individual choosing to participate in vigorous physical
activity and practice servant leadership need to first be explored and then compared for
commonalities.
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Vigorous Physical Activity Motivations
Vigorous physical activity and servant leadership are both intentional methods of
practice that are consciously chosen forms of their respective fields. Physical activity in
general, even while the known benefits are widely understood, is still chronically underparticipated in among adults across the country, with only 21.7% of adults over 18
getting the recommended amount of aerobic and muscle-strengthening activity (Aguilar
et al., 2015). The choices available for physical activity are very broad in modality and
intensity levels. For example, individuals could choose low-impact activity, moderate
activity, vigorous activity, weight lifting, yoga, the list goes on. The motivations that lead
people to choose to participate in vigorous physical activity could be similar to the
motivations that lead people to choose to practice leadership using a servant philosophy.
The first step in understanding this relationship is to see what, if any, relationship exists
between the two behavioral variables.
The most basic motivation for choosing to participate in regular physical activity
is the intrinsic value placed on the activity and the level of enjoyment perceived
(Edmunds et al., 2007). Physically and psychologically, when people are allowed to
choose the activities and intensities at which they perform them they have higher levels
of participation, adherence, and positive attitudes towards their exercise activities (Daley
& Maynard, 2003; Ingledew, Markland, & Ferguson, 2009; Vara & Epstein, 1993).
Extrinsic value also contributes to individuals choosing to participate in physical activity
through the choice as a means to an end or not for its own sake; in other words, the
individuals may choose to perform an activity even though they do not do it for pleasure
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(Vallerand, 2001). Rewards such as health improvements and social interactions are
common examples of these extrinsic motivations (Vallerand, 2001).
Another motivational factor that contributes to individuals’ choice and
participation in physical activity is the fact that exercising is often uncomfortable, and
humans have an innate desire to avoid any experience of discomfort (Kamerow, 2015).
However, this aversion to discomfort can be overridden if the known rewards to an
activity are perceived to be greater than the pain experienced (Salmon, 2001; Shaw,
Gorely, & Corban, 2005). Kaus (2014) demonstrated that CrossFit exercise may lead to
increases in overall tranquility. Vigorous exercise has been shown to illicit such a
response as those who choose to participate are able to tolerate higher levels of intensity
as measured by respiratory and lactate thresholds (Ekkekakis, Parfitt, & Petruzzello,
2012). In a study by Jung, Bourne, and Little (2014), enjoyment and confidence, or selfefficacy, was studied as it relates to participation in high intensity interval training
(known as HIIT), continuous moderate exercise, and continuous vigorous exercise.
Participants in this study reported that they enjoyed HIIT exercise more than the other
types of exercise (Jung et al., 2014). Results also indicated that participants were equally
as confident in their abilities to engage in HIIT as they were to engage in continuous
moderate exercise, but they were less confident to engage in continuous vigorous
exercise suggesting that individuals new to exercise participation may be more likely to
engage in high intensity interval training rather than continuous vigorous exercise (Jung
et al., 2014).
Collectively, these studies highlight the motivating factors important to consider
when understanding who participates in vigorous physical activity and why they might be
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participating. These motivating factors include intrinsic reward, like enjoyment, selfefficacy or feeling confident in one’s abilities to do the activity, and extrinsic rewards,
like health benefits and social engagement (Vallerand, 2001). Additionally, individuals
may select an activity that they expect will have less or shorter duration discomfort or
may avoid activities in which they expect to experience discomfort and challenges (Jung
et al., 2014).
Servant Leadership Motivations
Similar to physical activity participation, individuals deliberately select and carry
out specific leadership practices that are motivated by specific factors. The choice of
servant leadership as a leadership philosophy has the potential to highlight the personal
motivations that lead to its selection. Conceptually, an overlap in the motivational factors
that contribute to an individual choosing both servant leadership practices and vigorous
physical activity participation may signal some relationship between these behaviors.
It is purported that individuals practicing servant leadership expect that all
members of the organization have equal rights to vision, respect, health, and the
information to facilitate these traits (Greenleaf, 1977). This egalitarianism fosters a
working community housed inside of an organization with the belief that the supportive
environment will stimulate the individual growth and development of the individuals.
The five distilled leadership characteristics of altruistic calling, emotional healing,
wisdom, persuasive mapping, and organizational stewardship are drivers in an attempt to
create a community with higher skilled people, more ethical people, better
communicators, strong interpersonal relationships, a creation of shared visions, and clear
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goals for accomplishment (Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006). Although these outcomes have
not been empirically observed the philosophic relationship has been proposed.
The successful practice of servant leadership is also purported to stem from an
expectation of the leader to want to serve others above all else (Ng, Koh, & Goh, 2008).
Based on a contextual analysis the practice of servant leadership could lead to attracting
employees who seek opportunities for personal growth, nurturing, and healing (Smith,
Montagno, & Kuzmenko, 2004). The desire to serve must supersede other expected
outcomes and desires, such as the desire to lead (possibly manifesting as transformational
leadership) or the accumulation of wealth or notoriety (possibly manifesting as
transactional leadership; Burns, 1978) The leader’s motivation to serve is influenced by
his or her personality, value orientations, and past experiences with fellow servant leaders
(Ng & Koh, 2010). The motivation will then manifest as the usage and display of
identified servant leadership characteristics dependent on the situational applications
experienced in the organizational environment (Ng et al., 2008). Ng et al., (2008) found
further support for the underlying motivation-to-serve (MTS) factor and the paramount
inclination to promote the interests of the leader's subordinates in their empirical study.
This study (Ng et al., 2008) showed subordinates who worked for leaders with high levels
of MTS were more likely to be more helpful and responsive because of high-quality
levels of leader-membership exchange. The MTS factor demonstrated a key tenant of
servant leadership theory that argues the emulation of the leaders' service orientation is
necessary for successful execution (Ng et al., 2008). In this study MTS was compared to
motivation-to-lead (MTL) and findings showed a clear difference between the items that
make up MTS and MTL (Ng et al., 2008).
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Collectively, these studies highlight the motivating factors important to consider
when understanding who chooses to practice servant leadership and why they might
choose this leadership theory over others. These motivating factors include the desire for
egalitarian or community rewards and the desire to serve (Ng & Koh, 2010; Ng et al.,
2008). The following section will introduce a theory that will help tie the differing
motivational factors for each behavior together, i.e., enjoyment, confidence, and health
and social benefits for physical activity and the egalitarianism and desire to serve through
servant leadership practice.
Underlying Conceptual Relationship between Vigorous Physical activity and
Servant Leadership: Self-Determination Theory
With the motivations that drive personal behavior in regard to vigorous physical
activity and servant leadership beginning to be clarified, it is now possible to see a
relationship that could possibly connect these two purposeful actions. Neither of these
practices, physical activity or leadership, represent the path of least resistance and both
require an acceptance that the results or rewards will be worth the time, cost, and effort
invested. In this section I propose that the underlying conceptual relationship that ties
these two modalities together lies in Self-Determination Theory (SDT). SDT proposes
that competence, relatedness, and autonomy are needed for optimal functioning and to
achieve well-being, self-regulation, and the enhancement of intrinsic motivation (Ryan &
Deci, 2000). These three innate psychological factors, when satisfied, yield enhanced
self-motivation and mental health. Each factor is defined next:
•

Competence – The desire to control and master the environment and ensure that
the outcome is the result of the person's actions (Ryan & Deci, 2000).
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Relatedness – The desire to interact with, be connected to, and experience caring
to other people. To experience belongingness (Ryan & Deci, 2000).

•

Autonomy – The urge to be causal agents and to act in harmony with our own
integrated self with a sense of free will and the ability to act on the person's own
interests and values (Ryan & Deci, 2000).
At the most basic level, motivation can be classified as either intrinsic or

extrinsic. Intrinsic motivation explains the execution of an activity for its inherent
satisfactions rather than for what can be acquired by doing the activity (Edmunds et al.,
2007). Extrinsic motivation is a construct that explains when an activity is performed in
order to attain some acquired outcome or reward (Edmunds et al., 2007). SDT suggests
that the type or quality of motivation (intrinsic over extrinsic) is more important than the
amount of motivation in predicting the behavior of an individual.
According to SDT, when individuals pursue goals, such as physical activity
participation or servant leadership practice, competence, relatedness, and autonomy
motivate them (Ryan & Deci, 2000). This comprehensive outlook on motivation helps to
explain choices individuals make on a day-to-day basis. These three motivational factors
play key roles in understanding why people do what they do (Ryan & Deci, 2000).
When looking at SDT and how the theory can help explain the motivating factors
that could be playing out in vigorous physical activity participation and servant
leadership practices, it is necessary to identify what motivational factors are related to
competence, relatedness, and autonomy. Vigorous physical activity’s satisfaction of the
intrinsic motivation of self-efficacy can satisfy the SDT factor of competence (Jung &
Brawley, 2013). The extrinsic motivation of social benefits corresponds with the SDT
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factor of relatedness and the personal enjoyment and physical and psychological health
improvements provide a high level of the SDT factor of autonomy (Vallerand, 2001).
Servant leadership also has satisfaction of the SDT including increases in relatedness
factor. The servant leadership characteristics of altruistic calling and emotional healing
which drive the purpose and benefits of the servant leadership theory satisfy this
relatedness factor of SDT (Barbuto and Wheeler, 2006). The motivating factors to serve
(MTS) driven by egalitarianism additionally satisfies the SDT factor of relatedness (Ng et
al., 2008). The SDT presents a descriptive theory that provides some overlap between
motivational factors between the behaviors of leadership practice and physical activity
participation.
The observed conceptual connections between the two behavioral variables of
vigorous physical activity participation and servant leadership characteristics from this
literature review include cognitive similarities such as inner-drive, focus, discipline,
strategy, and working outside of one’s comfort zone. This study attempts to establish a
behavioral relationship between the variables and provide a basis for further investigation
into a cognitive relationship which could aid in the combat of metabolic syndrome. By
using SDT to propose a conceptual relationship between vigorous physical activity and
servant leadership practices this study attempts to apply a well-established cognitive
behavioral theory and in so doing provides a blueprint for the later interpretation of the
study results.
Summary
From the literature review it appears that the relationship between physical
activity participation and established leadership theories and methodologies is a growing
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field of study. While the research supports vigorous physical activity as a viable tool for
its positive impacts on health and wellness, there is little investigation into its relationship
with leadership (Collingwood, 1997). The professional practice setting does provide
some anecdotal evidence and examples of leaders who identify a positive relationship of
physical activity participation to their leadership applications (Carney et al., 2010;
Himelhoch, 2014) and the servant leadership theory presents an interesting model as a
leading theory which prioritizes the health and wellbeing of its participants as a necessary
tool for successful execution (Keith, 2013).
Population based research points to a continued prevalence of serious health
implications connected to metabolic syndrome that can be directly impacted by positive
lifestyle choices such as physical activity participation (Aguilar et al., 2015). Vigorous
physical activity, specifically, is an activity that has physical, psychological, and
sociological benefits (Colcombe & Kramer, 2003; Fletcher et al., 1996; Wankel &
Berger, 2018). However, only a small subset of the U.S. population participates in
vigorous physical activity on a regular basis (Tudor-Locke et al., 2010).
Servant leadership is also an intentional practice that offers a range of holistic
benefits for followers and leaders. It too has the potential for increases in social behaviors
and the SDT factor or relatedness (Poon, 2006). The overlap of the motivational drivers
of vigorous physical activity and servant leadership have the potential be linked through
the satisfaction of this SDT factor (Ryan & Deci, 2008). However, there is a lack of
information related to the nature and strength of the relationship between the use of five
identified servant leadership characteristics and vigorous physical activity participation in
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self-identified leaders. Chapter three provides a description of the methodology that was
used in this study.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between servant
leadership and vigorous physical activity participation among individuals that selfidentify as leaders. This chapter contains a description of the research design and all
methodological procedures carried out to complete the study. The chapter is organized by
first re-stating the research question that the study sought to answer. Second, the research
design is described by providing the supporting evidence for why a quantitative crosssectional online survey was the most appropriate design for the study and a description of
the measurement tools used in this study. Third, the methodological procedures that were
used to carry out this study are described starting with IRB approval, then recruitment,
screening and data collection, and finally data analysis. The chapter ends with a brief
summary of the research design and methodology used in this study.
Research Question
The following research question guided the quantitative study:
What is the relationship between servant leadership and participation in vigorous physical
activity among self-identified leaders?
Research Design
Support for Research Design
A descriptive, correlational, research design was appropriate for this study
because observation of these concepts is in the early stages and more complex designs are
not warranted at this time. Such a design allowed for the observation of experiences as
they are lived by the subjects. These qualities are advantageous for an initial investigation
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of lived, observed experiences in relation to the proposed research question (Creswell,
2009; Leeper, n.d.). From the previous literature review, conceptually it appears there
may be underlying commonalities in the deliberate practice of the two variables and the
motivations behind them. Therefore, the next step is to explore the nature and strength of
the relationship between these variables.
The exploratory research was performed using a quantitative approach in an
attempt to better understand what relationship may exist between vigorous physical
activity and servant leadership characteristics. Online surveys are useful in exploratory,
descriptive studies as they can provide large amounts of data that can be used to describe
the situation, begin to explore such descriptions, and then provide preliminary research
findings (Fox & Bayat, 2007). Additional benefits of using an online questionnaire
include the efficiency in delivery and data collection, privacy and removal of participant
time pressures, cost, and automated data entry (Fox & Bayat, 2007).
Further, servant leadership theory suffers from a lack of empirical research which
is needed for its next phase of maturation or paradigm shift (Farling, Stone, & Winston,
1999). Additional quantitative research would be beneficial for further comparison
against other leadership theories such as transformational and transactional research
theories (Farling et al., 1999). The use of a descriptive, cross-sectional online survey will
help collect and analyze empirical data that will help add to the body of research about
the beliefs and use of servant leadership theory characteristics.
Data Collection Tools
A digital survey was constructed and deployed to capture participant data.
Each survey began by presenting the no-risk consent information page which had to be
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read to move on to the control question. A screening question was also included on the
survey to ensure all participants included in the study considered themselves active
leadership practitioners. The following screening question was used: “Do you use or
practice leadership in your work or community life (i.e., teams, groups, organizations,
committees etc.)?” Individuals who answered “no” to this question were not allowed to
continue with the survey and were directed to a page thanking them for their
participation. Individuals who answered “yes” to the question continued to the
demographic series of questions. Demographic data was also collected related to
participants age, gender, level of education, estimated household income, and ethnic
origin (Appendix A). These items helped to provide insights into the demographic makeup of the sample that volunteered for this study.
For the purpose of this study the independent variable of vigorous physical
activity was defined as activity that leaves participants with elevated breathing rates and
sweat development after only a few minutes of activity and the inability to speak without
pausing for breath, high rates of perceived exertion (RPE), and HRmax elevated above
85% of resting baseline (Mayo Clinic. 2016; Norton et al., 2010, and the World Health
Organization [WHO], n.d.). The tool selected to measure these activities was the IPAQ:
Short Self-administered questionnaire (International physical activity questionnaire:
Short last 7 days self-administered format for use with young and middle-aged adults
(15-69), 2002) (see Appendix A for a complete text of all survey items). It is a publicly
available, open access, survey tool that measures physical activity in large population
studies. The IPAQ is designed to provide a common instrument that can be used to obtain
internationally comparable data on health-related physical activity. The IPAQ has been
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subject to numerous tests for validity and reliability (Craig et al., 2003; Hallal & Victora,
2004).
The IPAQ is an internationally implemented and wide-ranging data collection tool
that provides consistent and measurable data for studies with respect to physical activity.
For this study, a 7-day vigorous physical activity minutes score was calculated for each
participant by multiplying the number of times the participant indicated they participated
in vigorous physical activity by the number of minutes the participant indicated they
usually participated in the vigorous activities on one of those days in the last week
("IPAQ scoring protocol," n.d.).
The dependent variable of servant leadership was defined as a leadership
philosophy and set of practices that enriches the lives of individuals, builds better
organizations, and ultimately creates a more just and caring world (Greenleaf, 1977). The
five characteristics of servant leadership, which are altruistic calling, emotional healing,
wisdom, persuasive mapping, and organizational stewardship, were measured using the
self-rated Servant Leadership Questionnaire (Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006).
The Servant Leadership Questionnaire attempts to provide a reliable metric for
measuring the characteristics (which included both cognitive and behavioral elements)
included in the normative theory of servant leadership. From the outset of the Servant
Leadership Questionnaire construction developed by Barbuto and Wheeler (2006),
ensuring the survey results are reliable and valid were of utmost importance. A series of
question development sessions and corresponding face validity tests asked eleven expert
judges to perform a thorough analysis of each item. In addition to the face validity testing
of the 23 items, 80 community leaders and 388 raters tested psychometric properties of
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the questionnaire which aided in the establishment of the five unique servant leadership
dimensions/characteristics (Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006). The Servant Leadership
Questionnaire is a concise and applicable tool that provides insight into the daily
utilization of servant leadership characteristics by the subjects of the study.
For this study, the self-report version of the questionnaire was used. Data are
collected by asking participants to use a 5-point Likert scale (1 – not at all to 5 –
frequently, if not always) to respond to statements related to each of the five individual
servant leadership characteristics. Example questions include, “I put others best interest
ahead of my own,” and “I encourage others to dream “big dreams” about the
organization.” There are 23 items on the Servant Leadership Questionnaire which provide
a concise measure of the characteristics under study (Appendix A). Each servant
leadership characteristic has four to five items that make up the factor. Therefore, a mean
score for each servant leadership characteristic was calculated for each participant based
on the responses to each item within that factor and was used in the analysis.
Methods
Ethical Considerations
The two largest ethical considerations in dealing with this research were to ensure
the anonymity of the respondents and avoid personal bias effects on the analysis and
results. The construction, approval, and administration were reviewed and directed
according to the guidelines of the Creighton Institutional Review Board (IRB) to design
an instrument that ensured the invitation process and survey meet the delineated
requirements of a trustworthy, safe, and reliable study involving human subjects. The
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project was reviewed and approved by the Creighton IRB (see Appendix B for approval
certificate).
The IRB application forms, application for exempt status, proposed protocol,
waiver of consent, the survey to be administered, and pertinent recruiting documents
were submitted for review. The project was deemed exempt from the Federal Policy for
Protection of Human Subjects as the research involves survey procedures only observing
public behavior (Code of federal IRB regulations, 2009). Additionally, the project
complies with requirements for a Waiver of Consent as participants are anonymous and
only providing self-reports of basic demographic data, amounts of physical activity, and
perception of leadership characteristics. However, while the waiver allows for the
absence of a signature, consent information still needs to be presented to all participants.
Personal bias in the utilization of high-intensity physical activity needed to be
sequestered during the survey construction, administration, and analysis portions of the
research too. While personal experiences have led to the construction of this research
project, my personal bias needed to be kept in check to ensure that any personally
beneficial motivating factors did not influence the data collection, analysis, or
interpretation of the results. I kept my bias in check by doing the following three
behaviors during the dissertation process: keeping in contact with the dissertation
committee throughout the process, directly following IRB guidelines, and allowing for all
data to be interpreted without influence. All data was stored in a locked office or in
secure online databases that were not publicly shared until the submission of the final
dissertation draft.
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Participant Recruitment
After receiving IRB approval participants were recruited from a local gym
population and from among the faculty of a southern Midwestern state university.
Participants were recruited for this study in two ways. First, study announcements and a
direct link to the survey were emailed to all members of a CrossFit gym located in a
southern Midwestern city which contains a member population of over 500 people
(Appendix C). Second, study announcements were made at a southern Midwestern
university located in the same city as the CrossFit gym using a faculty email network
which contained nearly 4,000 individuals (Appendix D). The same study announcement
was used to invite all individuals who consider themselves or identify as a leader to
volunteer for this study. To volunteer for the study participants only needed to click on
the link provided in the study announcement.
Screening and Data Collection
Data were collected using the online survey platform Qualtrics (Qualtrics Version
October, 2017). Once a participant accepted the invitation and agreed to the informed
consent they were taken to the screening question. After the screening question was
answered participants were either taken directly to a thank you page or were taken to the
demographic questions page. After the demographic page, participant either went to the
IPAQ Self- administered Short Questionnaire page or the Self-rated SLQ page. The
survey software randomized the order in which question blocks were presented to the
participants.
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Data Analysis
The Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS) (IBM Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences Version 24) was used to run all statistical tests. First, data were
downloaded from the Qualtrics system as a legacy format SPSS analysis package that
included raw data, variable, and value labels. The downloaded file was then uploaded
into SPSS.
Data cleaning was performed to detect and correct corrupt or inaccurate entries
and to identify incomplete, incorrect, or outliers among the collected data. Initial
screening was performed to ensure that consistent data was available for interpretation
such as changing text responses to the numerical representations and ensuring units of
time were consistent (1 hour = 60 minutes etc.). Further data cleaning was performed to
exclude responses from those who did not answer the control question, those who
answered ‘No’ to the control question, and participants who did not provide the average
minutes per day of vigorous physical activity.
Data were scored and processed according to the data handling protocols for each
of the questionnaires (i.e., the IPAQ and SLQ). The total amount of weekly vigorous
physical activity was calculated from each respondent by multiplying the number of days
per week of vigorous activity by the minutes per day of vigorous activity. A mean score
for each servant leadership characteristic for each respondent was computed by adding
the responses for each item within that sub-scale together and dividing by the number of
items for that subscale. This provided a numerical representation of each participant’s
individual vigorous physical activity score and servant leadership characteristic score for
each sub-scale for use in analysis.
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Descriptive statistics (including mean, median, standard deviation, frequency and
range) were calculated for all demographic questions and for each variable. A scatter
plot was created plotting the computed means of each servant leadership characteristic in
relation to the indicated amount of total weekly vigorous activity. This was performed to
visually demonstrate any linear relationship between the variables. Finally, bi-variate
Pearson correlations were calculated to investigate the statistical relationships between
the independent and each of the dependent variables.
Summary
The project methodology for this project provides a descriptive understanding and
analysis of the relationship between vigorous physical activity and servant leadership
characteristics. This quantitative method enables the construction of a sample description
that represented the observations of the lived experiences of the survey subjects. This
method was chosen for its ability to easily, cheaply, and reliably collect a large data set
for this exploratory investigation. IRB approval and classification as an exempt project
was received. Once the data was collected and cleaned, it was processed using SPSS. A
series of statistical reports and analyses were performed to describe the amount of weekly
vigorous activity, the level of servant leadership characteristic usage, and any possible
relationship between these variables. Chapter four will present the results and overall
findings of this research study as they pertain to answering the research question.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND FINDINGS
Introduction
This chapter will present the results of this quantitative study to answer the
research question, what is the relationship between servant leadership and participation in
vigorous physical activity among self-identified leaders. Descriptive data about the
survey sample will be presented first, followed by descriptive data about the two main
variables (i.e. self-reported participation in vigorous physical activity and expression of
servant leadership characteristics) and finally the results of the Pearson correlations
examining the relationship between vigorous physical activity participation and servant
leadership characteristics will be presented.
Results
Participants
Participant recruitment resulted in 217 individuals that started the survey. After
cleaning the data (as described in Chapter 3 data analysis section) 162 responses were
considered complete and were used in the remaining analysis (Figure 1). Of those 217
total responses, 28 respondents (n=28) began the survey but did not move past the
consent information page. Additionally, of these remaining responses 13 respondents
answered “No” to the screening question which indicated they did not see themselves as
actively participating in daily leadership activities. This left 176 total responses of which
14 respondents indicated they had participated in some number of days of vigorous
physical activity but did not provide an average number of minutes per day. Without the
average number of minutes per day number a total vigorous physical activity score was
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not able to be calculated. This left 162 total participants that were used in the data
analysis.

Figure 1. Participant flow chart diagram. This figure outlines the data cleaning steps
performed on the responses from the online survey.
After agreeing to be a part of the project, general demographic data was first
collected from the participants to allow for general descriptions of the respondents. The
average age of the 162 respondents was 37.00 years with a median of 36.00 years (SD =
9.23). The lowest age was 21 years and the highest was 64 years. Of the 162 participants,
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there were 85 (52.4%) males and 76 (46.9%) females and one participant did not indicate
a gender. The majority of participants indicated they had a Bachelor’s degree or higher (n
= 120; 74%). Only three (2%) participants indicated they never attended college. Results
for the level of education question are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Level of education demographics.
Household income was assessed by asking participants to indicate their estimated
combined incomes of all individuals sharing their household. The majority of participants
indicated a household income of over $100,000 a year (n = 82: 51%). Results for
household income are presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Reported estimated household income of respondents.
The majority of participants in this study identified their ethnicity as
White/Caucasian (n=150; 93%). Of the 162 responses Asian (n=2; 1%), Hispanic, Latino
or of Spanish origin (n=3; 2%), Pacific Islander (n=1, <1%) and Other (n=6; 4%) were
reported in small quantities.
The imbalance in ethnicity identifications can be explained by examining the
makeup of the sample population. The southern Midwestern city that the project was
performed in suffers from a severe lack of diversity. The 2016 U.S. Census indicated that
84.9% of the city was White/Caucasian with 2.2% Asian, 4.5% of Hispanic, Latino or of
Spanish origin, 0.04% Pacific Islander, with the other 8.3% of the population coming
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from Black, American Indian and others (United States Census Bureau [U.S. Census],
2016). According to the current Diversity Report found on the website of the local
University, the University found in this city demonstrated slightly more diversity but with
an ethnic make-up of 80.5% White/Caucasian, 2.2% Asian, 1.9% of Hispanic, Latino or
of Spanish origin, 0% Pacific Islander, with the other 7.1% of the population coming
from Black, American Indian and others. Accurate demographic data from the CrossFit
gymnasium was unavailable. From city and University data it appears that responding
sample was representative of the local population with an overwhelming White
population.
Vigorous Physical Activity
Of the 162 total responses of the survey, every respondent indicated they had
participated in at least 2 days of vigorous activity in the past week (median = 5.00; M =
5.19 days; SD = 1.44). Participants reported an average of 56.46 minutes (median=
50.00; SD = 30.86) per day of vigorous physical activity. For this participant sample the
average total vigorous physical activity per week was 301.80 minutes (median = 275.00;
SD = 190.71). This means participants in this study on average participated in
approximately 43 minutes of vigorous physical activity each day of the week. The full
descriptive statistics of the vigorous physical activity variable can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1
Vigorous Activity Descriptive Statistics

IPAQ Vigorous days/week
IPAQ Vigorous minutes per day
Vigorous Total days x minutes per
day

N
162

Minimum Maximum
2
7

Mean
5.19

Median
5.00

Standard
Deviation
1.44

162

10

180

56.46

50.00

30.86

162

20.00

900.00

301.80

275.00

190.71

Servant Leadership Characteristics
Participants reported they used each servant leadership characteristic on average
fairly often or frequently, if not always. The range, mean, and standard deviations for
each characteristic are presented in Table 2. The servant leadership characteristic
participants reported using with the highest frequency was Wisdom (M = 4.24; SD =
0.50), followed by Organizational Stewardship (M = 4.05; SD = 0.57). The servant
leadership characteristics participants reported using with the least frequency were
Emotional Healing (M = 3.49; SD = 0.79) and Persuasive Mapping (M = 3.77; SD =
0.63). The maximum range of the scale (i.e., a score of 5 – frequently, if not always) was
used for all servant leadership characteristics; however, the minimum range of the scale
(i.e., a score of 1, not at all) was not used for any of the characteristics, with the lowest
factor mean for any participant at 1.50 in the Emotional Healing characteristic.
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Table 2
Servant Leadership Questionnaire Descriptive Statistics

Altruistic Calling
Emotional Healing
Wisdom
Persuasive
Mapping
Organizational
Stewardship

N
162
162
162
162

Minimum
2.00
1.50
2.60
2.20

Maximum
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

Mean
3.81
3.49
4.25
3.77

Standard
Deviation
0.70
0.79
0.50
0.63

162

2.40

5.00

4.05

0.57

Cronbach’s Coefficients. Cronbach’s alpha coefficient is a value between 0 and
1 which provides a measure of internal consistency and reliability of a scale (Tavakol &
Dennick, 2011). This internal consistency describes the level of which the different items
in a subscale measure the same idea. Acceptable scores are greater than .70, but too high
Cronbach’s alpha can also signal concern (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). Cronbach’s alpha
approaching .90 may indicate the scale is narrower than the construct, meaning only a
portion of the construct is being measured (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). Table 3 displays
the Cronbach’s alpha scores (α) for each of the five subscales. Each of the servant
leadership characteristics for this study reached the .70 threshold. Barbuto and Wheeler’s
(2002) initial study showed reliabilities of .77 (Altruistic calling), .68 (Emotional
healing), .87 (Wisdom), .83 (Persuasive mapping) and .83 (Organizational stewardship)
in their attempt to establish internal reliability of the servant leadership subscales. In
comparing the alpha scores between the current study and the Barbuto and Wheeler
(2006) study it is interesting to note that the two lowest subscale scores in the Barbuto
and Wheeler study for Altruistic calling and Emotional Healing (additionally falling
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below the .7 threshold) were the two highest for the current study (Table 3). Additional
uses of the Servant Leadership questionnaire self-rater version have yielded reliable
overall alphas of .82 (Barbuto & Gifford, 2010), .90 (Cook, 2015), and .89 (Garber,
Mardigan, Click, & Fitzpatrick, 2009) compared to this study’s overall alpha of .87
(Table 3).
Table 3
Reliability Statistics

Altruistic Calling
Emotional Healing
Wisdom
Persuasive Mapping
Organizational
Stewardship
Overall

Cronbach’s
alpha
.84
.87
.78
.79
.72

Number of
items
4
4
5
5
5

.87

23

Scatter Plot Presentations
To visually demonstrate any statistical relationship between vigorous activity and
each of the five servant leadership characteristics, scatter plot creation was performed
between the calculated total amount of vigorous activity (minutes per week) and the
means of each respondent’s subscales (Figures 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8). All five of these scatter
plots visually demonstrate no discernable relationship between the individual servant
leadership characteristics and vigorous activity. Each of the values on the X axis
representing amount of vigorous activity has a wide range of Y values (calculated means
of servant leadership characteristics) demonstrating a lack of relationship between the
variables ("Scatter plot," n.d.). The amorphous, non-structured appearance (lacking any
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predictable plot collection or direction) of the scatter plots makes the construction of a
trendline or performing regression analysis nonviable.

Figure 4. Scatter plot of individual Altruistic Calling means and Vigorous Activity total
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Figure 5. Scatter plot of individual Emotional Healing means and Vigorous activity total
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Figure 6. Scatter plot of individual Wisdom means and Vigorous activity total
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Figure 7. Scatter plot of individual Persuasive Mapping means and Vigorous activity
total
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Figure 8. Scatter plot of individual Organizational Stewardship means and Vigorous
activity total
Correlation of Vigorous Physical Activity and Servant Leadership Characteristics
To further examine the relationship between self-reported weekly minutes of
vigorous physical activity and servant leadership, a Pearson Correlation was performed.
As seen in Table 4 no significant correlation (r) was found between vigorous physical
activity and any of the servant leadership characteristics. The correlations between
vigorous physical activity and the servant leadership characteristics were all in the
positive direction except for Emotional Healing (r=-0.21). Results of the Pearson
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Correlation found significant (p< .05), positive correlations between all five servant
leadership characteristics.
Table 4
Correlations Between Servant Leadership Characteristics and Vigorous Activity
Measure
1
2
3
4
5
1. Altruistic Calling
—
2. Emotional Healing
.44*
—
3. Wisdom
.28*
.17*
—
4. Persuasive Mapping
.21*
.36*
.31*
—
5. Organizational Stewardship
.34*
.42*
.22*
.43*
—
6. Vigorous Activity - min./week
.02
-.02
.02
.05
.05
*. Correlation is significant at the p < 0.05 level (2-tailed)

Analysis and Synthesis of Findings
Results of this study indicate that there is no significant statistical relationship
between participation in vigorous activity and usage of servant leadership characteristics
among a sample of individuals from the southern Midwestern state sample population.
Before the surveys were deployed, using the Raosoft Sample size calculator with
a 5% margin for error, 95% confidence level, an estimated population of 500 people and
a 50% response distribution, it was determined that 218 samples were necessary to satisfy
those parameters. Two hundred seventeen samples were initially collected but cut to 162
after processing and data cleaning. This raised the hypothetical margin for error to 6.34%
which is just above the desired 5% margin of error (Raosoft).
Vigorous Physical Activity Data Analysis and Findings
The respondents of the survey participated in vigorous activity at an average rate
of 5.19 days a week with the minimum being 2 days and the maximum being 7 days
(Table 1). The CDC reports from US Census Bureau data that the average American
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engages in less than 75 minutes per week of vigorous activity (CDC, 2013) while the
survey sample participated in an average of 301.80 minutes per week (Table 1). Because
of a few outliers, the median was lower at 275.00 minutes per week but well above the
national average (Table 1). Further, CDC data collection in 2011 began reporting
information in regard to the comprehensive amount of aerobic, muscle-strengthening, and
moderate to vigorous activities. According to the U.S. Physical Activity guidelines
(CDC, 2013) adults are encouraged to engage in at least 150 minutes per week of
moderate-intensity or 75 minutes per week of vigorous-intensity activity in bouts of 10
minutes or more or an equivalent combination (CDC, 2013).
From the CDC data it was found that only 20.6% of the total U.S. population met
the comprehensive activity guidelines while the southern Midwestern state where data
was gathered collectively showed 17.3% satisfaction of acceptable activity levels (CDC,
2013). Additionally, only 20.4% of the national 35-44 age group in the CDC reporting
participated in the recommended amount of activity and decreased with increasing age
(sequentially dropping to 15.9% for people over 65). White, non-Hispanics satisfied the
requirements with slightly lower levels for all other ethnic groups (20.7%). While 27.4%
of College degree holders satisfied the requirements with decreasing education levels
representing lower percentages (i.e., Some college = 22.2%, No high school diploma =
12%). The study sample indicated that 94% (153/162) of the respondents met the CDC
guidelines for vigorous physical activity.
These are obvious discrepancies between the observed national and state averages
and the means of vigorous activity reported for this study, even taking in to account for
outliers with extremely heavy use. Most notably, the results indicate that participants in
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this study participate in four times more vigorous activity than the national and state
average. Possible explanations of these discrepancies are broad but have the potential to
influence the interpretation of the results. Quantcast analytics reported demographics
from CrossFit.com (online repository for workouts and information published and
updated by CrossFit, Inc.) indicate 61% of participants are between 25 and 44 years of
age, with an equal gender distribution, an 86% white ethnicity, over 50% reporting family
incomes over $150,000, and 40% with post-graduate degrees ("The Business of CrossFit"
2017). From the CDC data listed above white, younger, well-educated individuals appear
to participate in physical activity at higher levels and based on the reported demographic
data, the average age was 37, an even gender split, a majority earning over $100,000 a
year, 93% white, and 74% having earned a bachelor’s degree or higher. The captured
sample appears to show similarities between the demographics of the sample group, the
CrossFit.com report, and the CDC reports of vigorous activity participation. From this
data it may be possible that a majority of the respondents may have come from the gym
participants as the bulk of respondents fall into the white, highly educated, high income
earners demographic categories that closely mirrors the gathered CrossFit demographic
data. This commonality paired with extreme differences found in the reported amounted
of physical activity in this study compared to the low amount of physical activity reported
from the census data may begin to explain the level of discrepancy between this sample’s
physical activity participation being different by a factor of four.
The large increase in reported physical activity may also be the result of overestimation of actual activity performed. Previous research has yielded lower averages
minutes per week of CrossFit participation. Koteles, Kollsete, and Kollsete (2016) found
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an average of 108 minutes per week out of 186 regular CrossFit practitioners while
Weisenthal, Beck, Maloney, DeHaven, & Giordano (2014) found an average of 202
minutes per week in 381 regular practitioners. The discrepancy in averages could be
explained by participants reporting their total time in the gym and not the time actually
being physically active. CrossFit workouts range from short 2-minute anaerobic exercises
to long protracted 40 plus minute aerobic workouts (Claudino et al., 2018). This
variability expands the range of reportable physical activity tremendously.
These factors have the ability to skew the independent variable and limit the range
of reportable activity thus narrowing any possible relationship between vigorous activity
and servant leadership characteristics. Specifically, the total amount of vigorous activity
appears to skew right with an average total time being 301.80 (SD=190.71) minutes per
week and lying in a range between 20 minutes and 900 minutes per week (900 minutes
per week equals 128.57 minutes per day which is over 2 hours per day of vigorous
physical activity participation; Table 1). It is also observable in the scatter plots as the
responses of the X axis (total minutes per week of vigorous activity) are heavily
distributed towards the left of the graph. Some distribution discrepancy can be attributed
to the nine respondents who indicated total vigorous activity over 800 minutes per week
(also observed in the large SD=190.71). These few responses are widely distributed
across the servant leadership characteristic spectrums. Obtaining a larger sample size and
collecting more data from respondents with these very high amounts of vigorous activity
could help us understand more about the relationship between the variables.
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Servant Leadership Characteristics Findings
Compared to findings from other studies which have used the servant leadership
questionnaire the individual characteristic scores in this study are higher. These included
the elected officials attending a statewide conference (Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006), county
government and staff members (Barbuto & Gifford, 2010), AmeriCorps volunteers
(Cook, 2013) and registered nurses and physicians (Garber et al., 2009). Table 5 shows
the comparison between the means and standard deviations of each servant leadership
characteristics from this study and the Barbuto and Wheeler (2006) study as an example.
Table 5
Mean and Standard Deviation comparisons of Servant Leadership Characteristics
Standard
Means of
Standard
Means of
Deviation of
Barbuto and
Deviation of
current study
Barbuto and
Wheeler study
current study
(N=162)
Wheeler study
(N=80)
(N=162)
(N=80)
Altruistic
3.81
2.94
0.70
0.53
Calling
Emotional
3.49
2.48
0.79
0.49
Healing
Wisdom
4.25
2.97
0.50
0.58
Persuasive
3.77
2.28
0.63
0.58
Mapping
Organizational
4.05
2.98
0.57
0.57
Stewardship

The means from this study were substantially higher than the means observed in
the Barbuto and Wheeler (2006) study while standard deviations are slightly elevated for
altruistic calling and emotional healing and similar for wisdom, persuasive mapping, and
organizational stewardship (Table 5). It is possible that these differing survey sample
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populations demonstrate distinct populations that perceive their leadership characteristics
in different applications and magnitudes. All of the participants in the previous studies
shared a common occupation or work environment while the commonality between the
subjects of this study was only the self-indicated practice of active leadership. All of the
previous studies were performed in self-selected service-based occupations
(i.e. elected officials, AmeriCorps volunteers, and health care professionals). These
service-based work environments present straightforward opportunities for servant
leadership application as the groups/organizational goals fall in line with the objectives of
the servant leadership philosophy. This study sample recruited from local CrossFit gyms
with a spectrum of professional fields represented in the membership and from the local
University faculty and staff who have a variety of roles that can range from teaching to
strict administrative office work, would suggest that a broader range of variability in
servant leadership characteristics would be seen, but that was not the case. All
participants seemed to practice all aspects of servant leadership.
From the literature review, a wide variety of leadership theories are viable in
regard to effective leadership and these can have differing effects depending on the
situation at hand. Differing occupations certainly may benefit from other leadership styles
such as transformational or transactional. Without controlling the types of jobs and
occupations from the sample group the amount of exposure with servant leadership
applicable environments in the survey collection cannot be assumed. This is a major
difference in sample collection and needs to be considered.
Theoretically, servant leadership is broadly applicable to individuals of any
gender, age or educational level. Servant leadership has been researched and its
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characteristics have been reported to be used by individuals in a variety of fields
including the medical field, political/community, education, and faith-based
organizations (Parris & Peachey, 2012). Previous analysis has shown women and older
people in both the U.S. and Mexico are more likely than men and younger adults to
demonstrate values consistent with servant leader characteristics, such as service to
others, understanding others, and initiative (Rodriquez-Rubio & Kiser, 2013). However,
while servant leadership is proposed to be a useful approach to leadership it still has little
empirical support for its practicality and application (Grant, 2013).
The collected demographic data from this study presents a sample group highly
reflective of the local population in which the study took place with one exception,
collectively they reported higher participation in vigorous activity than local data has
found. While a statistical relationship could not be determined between the variables in
this study future research could be done that collects more data from average and low
vigorous activity users (75 minutes or less) that better represent the general community.
Additionally, data could be collected from extremely high users (800 minutes or more) to
help expand the scatter plots and observe any fluctuations in servant leadership
characteristics across the larger activity spectrum. Having respondents indicate their
present occupation to infer present leadership situations or having their workers report
observed servant leadership behaviors of their leaders would also allow for clearer
interpretations on servant leadership familiarity and theory application (Barbuto &
Wheeler, 2006).
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Overall Findings
Statistically, no significant relationship was found between the level of vigorous
physical activity participation and the frequency of use of servant leadership
characteristics in this sample. All of the correlation coefficients indicated the relationship,
if one did exist, might be positive except for the one negative relationship of emotional
healing. While this coefficient was not significant, it is still of interest for its difference in
relational direction. The negative relationship between the emotional healing and
vigorous activity would need further exploration, but could signal a unique aspect about
the emotional healing of this sample population that may suggest this sample could be
drifting into a realm of narcissism, self-focus, and perfectionism that is fostered and
facilitated by participation in extremely high amounts of exercise (Bruno et al., 2014;
Miller & Mesagno, 2013).
From the r values and interpreting the corresponding scatter plots for each
relationship (Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8) it is possible to see how these two variables
demonstrate a high amount of statistical independence. The observed levels of
dramatically higher vigorous activity levels and observed inflations of the servant
leadership characteristic means could also potentially explain the observed statistical
independence. A subset of the population that participates in the average, or less, amount
of vigorous activity is absent from the survey respondents (75 minutes or less). There is
also a lack of participants in the extremely high amount of vigorous activity (800 minutes
or more) which has created a set of outliers in the data set and skewing the scatter plots.
Overall, the survey respondents indicated very high average usage of the servant
leadership characteristics possibly demonstrating an inability in the recruitment process
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to invite participants who use servant leadership characteristics less frequently. This
could include individuals who rely on other leadership characteristics such as timesensitive applications or situations requiring high levels of individual authority
(Greenleaf, 1977). This study design may have effectively captured high performers of
both variables and thus was unable to establish a statistical relationship between the two.
Physical activity, and vigorous activity specifically, has an established benefit on
a wide range of personal health outcomes. The conscious and purposeful choice of
vigorous physical activity has been shown to allow people to reap physical benefits and
performance benefits for individuals who want to be able to tolerate and perform in a
broader range of activity levels across wider time ranges (Ekkekakis et al., 2012; Jung et
al., 2014). It has also been observed that the conscious choice of servant leadership not
only accomplishes organizational goals but also is able to promote and foster the growth
of the leader’s subordinates (Ng et al., 2008). These two behavioral variables were also
found to have similar cognitive benefits such as inner-drive, discipline, and the ability to
step out of one’s comfort zone. It was proposed that the SDT motivation of relatedness
may be driving the shared choice of vigorous physical activity participation and the usage
of servant leadership characteristics.
However, based on the results of this study, it may be the case that no matter the
vigorous physical activity participation level of an individual they may or may not use
servant leadership characteristics in their leadership practice. It may also be the case that
the frequency in the use of servant leadership characteristics has nothing to do with the
amount of vigorous physical activity in which an individual participates. Individuals who
put the concerns of followers first, i.e., who practice servant leadership, can be people
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who participate in very little vigorous physical activity and can be people who participate
in a lot of vigorous physical activity. Also, individuals who participate in a lot of
vigorous physical activity can be people who do put the concerns of followers first and
can be people who use a different philosophy of leadership (i.e., transformative, leadermember exchange, authentic, transactional, etc.).
The proposed link between the two variables was based on the conceptual link
servant leadership and physical activity participation has with SDT (Ryan & Deci, 2000).
Ryan and Deci (2000) propose that intrinsic and extrinsic motivations influence
individual’s decision to act. More specifically, social and cultural factors promote or
hinder individual’s experience of autonomy, competence, and relatedness (Ryan & Deci,
2000). Therefore, it is argued that the reason people do or do not choose a certain path or
activity is due to an interplay between extrinsic forces and intrinsic motives, i.e., both
situational and personal influences (Ryan & Deci, 2000). An interesting differentiation
between physical activity choice and leadership practice may lay in the full satisfaction of
these motivations. From the literature review, the most lasting, effective, and satisfying
form of physical activity was the type that was self-selected irrespective of intensity
levels which satisfies intrinsic motivations that are often attached to an individual’s
identity (Daley & Maynard, 2003; Ingledew et al., 2009; Vara & Epstein, 1993). Also,
from the literature review, the choice of leadership style is optimized when matched with
the appropriate situation (Hershey & Blanchard, 1969).
While servant leadership theory can provide an excellent foundational approach to
leadership there may be times when a leader’s power, knowledge, comfort with the
situation, or maturity of the group changes and requires the application of a better
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situated leadership style. One example is servant leadership’s quality of a distributed
organizational power structure, but scenarios may arise when centralized authority is
necessary for organizational success (Greenleaf, 1977; Heskett, 2013). Having the vision
to identify these situations and take the appropriate action is hallmark of effective
leadership and better satisfies the motivational factors of the SDT (Ryan & Deci, 2000;
Scouller, 2011). For future investigations it would be very useful to have respondents
identify the leadership styles they associate themselves with and the leadership situations
(centralized authority, dispersed authority etc.) they most often find themselves in.
What was found in this study was that while participation in vigorous exercise
and usage of servant leadership characteristics each can individually satisfy the
propositions of SDT, they may not be impacted by the same underlying motivations and
influences. Additionally, while the benefits of the measured variables may be similar
(focus, discipline, working outside of comfort zones etc.,) the driving motivations may
not equally influence behavior. Although SDT has been used to study why people
accomplish different individualized life goals (Ryan & Deci, 2008), the factors that
influence high-performance physical activity may be distinct from the factors that
influence personal leadership practice goals. Himelhoch’s (2014) qualitative study found
respondents indicting strong cognitive ties between their high intensity exercise
participation and leadership practice through facilitations of focus, discipline, and
strategy. This study’s attempt to quantitatively relate the variables of vigorous activity
and servant leadership characteristics could not confirm this hypothesized relationship
between vigorous physical activity and servant leadership characteristics. The
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motivations driving activity participation and leadership practice may indeed be similar
but the presence of one variable does not appear to influence the presence of the other.
The leadership questionnaire choice may provide a source for improvement for
future considerations. The SLQ mixes cognitive and behavioral characteristics in the
same subscale which may affect the ability to draw conclusion about the servant
leadership characteristics variables. For example, questions measuring Organizational
Stewardship include both cognitive and behavioral investigations. Examples include, I
believe that the organization needs to play a moral role in society things (1- Not at all to 5
– Frequently, if not always: cognitive) and I encourage others to dream “big dreams”
about the organization things (1- Not at all to 5 – Frequently, if not always: behavioral)
(Appendix A). The mix of question types could provide an imprecise picture of how the
respondents think or how the respondents act with only four to five total questions per
characteristic. In hindsight, it may have proven more beneficial to establish a relationship
between the shared cognitive aspects of vigorous physical activity and servant leadership
characteristics (focus, discipline, stepping outside of comfort zones etc.) and the amount
of the observed behavior variables (vigorous physical activity and servant leadership
characteristics). Establishing this relationship could provide a better understanding into
the cognitive beliefs and motivations that are driving behavioral choice instead of
measuring behavioral choices and working to establish their cognitive drivers.
Summary
In this descriptive, cross-sectional survey study of leader practitioners it was
found that the mean scores for the five servant leadership characteristics were
substantially higher than means scores from previous research using the same
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questionnaire (Cook, 2013; Barbuto & Gifford, 2010; Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006; Garber
et al., 2009). The survey sample mirrored the demographic makeup of the local
population but reported on average participating in approximately four times more
vigorous activity than the population average. In the end, no statistically significant
relationship was found between the servant leadership characteristics and participation in
vigorous physical activity. Based on these results it was found that the relationship
between servant leadership and participation in vigorous physical activity among selfidentified leaders was inconclusive.
The lack of any statistical relationship could be explained in two ways. First, the
survey appears to have captured high performers of both variables. The average amount
of vigorous activity is four times higher than the reported national average and the mean
scores for each servant leadership characteristic were elevated above the other means of
found usages of the Servant Leadership Questionnaire. The study would benefit
additional respondents both at the average and below the national average and at the
extremely high levels (>800 minutes per week) of vigorous activity. The second
explanation could lay in that no matter the vigorous physical activity participation level
of an individual they may or may not use servant leadership characteristics in their
leadership practice. The study would benefit from using a leadership practice assessment
tool that does not mix cognitive and behavioral factors within the same factor scale.
In the following chapter a solution to the rising prevalence of metabolic syndrome
will be proposed based on the results of this study and initial interpretations. Support for
the proposed solution will be presented that considers the stakeholders, current obstacles
and policy changes that would be needed to implement the solution to help decrease the
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rates of metabolic syndrome. An implementation strategy and the resulting implications
will be presented.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
In an attempt to address and provide a possible solution to the growing incidence
of metabolic syndrome across the country the nature of the relationship between vigorous
physical activity and servant leadership characteristics was investigated. Based on the
literature review and the findings from the current study a practical solution will be
proposed through the focused aim of providing health care professionals, fitness industry
professionals, and community/organizational leaders increased awareness about the
diverse leadership perspectives of individuals who do and should participate in physical
activity, including vigorous physical activity. Additionally, further research will be
proposed to help health and leadership practitioners better understand the cognitive and
behavioral factors that are important when trying to reduce the occurrence of metabolic
syndrome in the U.S. population.
Aim of the Study
The aim of this study was to conduct original empirical research to better
understand the relationship between participation in vigorous physical activity and the
frequency in use of servant leadership characteristics and then use the findings from that
research to propose a possible solution to help address the rising rates of metabolic
syndrome seen across the United States. From personal anecdotal experiences, the initial
query wondered if a significant positive relationship between the two variables existed.
However, from the gathered data and interpretation it was found that no relationship
could be inferred as it seems not to be the case that individuals that participate in higher
levels of vigorous physical activity are the only ones that have higher frequency of
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servant leadership characteristics. It was found that individuals with a wide spectrum of
vigorous activity have high frequencies of servant leadership characteristics. The
information is still useful to the development of a solution to help address the rates of
metabolic syndrome. These findings can be shared with medical professionals, coaches,
and trainers to raise the awareness that there is no one specific type of person who is
pursuing the physical, psychological, and performance benefits of physical activity, even
vigorous physical activity. Physical activity is beneficial for every person and the
proposed solution will help medical professionals, trainers, and coaches increase their
awareness of that idea.
Proposed Solution
From the outset of the project the goal has been to aid in the combat of the
growing rates and prevalence of metabolic syndrome across the country. Vigorous
activity demonstrates a highly effective method in this struggle (Swain & Franklin,
2006). Getting people to participate in regular physical activity, much less vigorous
physical activity, has long been known to promote the health and wellness of our
communities (King, Carl, Birkel, & Haskell, 1988). The literature outlines five strategies
that have been useful in the promotion of physical activity. They include (King et al.,
1988; "Physical Activity," n.d.; Tuso, 2015):
•

Measure physical activity as a vital sign.

•

Encourage people to be physically active at least 150 minutes per week.

•

Create environments where it is easy to be physically active in personal
and professional life.

•

Monitor disease incidence of people who are and are not physically active.
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Spread best practices of physical activity promotion.

These goals would be satisfied through effective monitoring and reporting of
personal physical activity paired with its effective promotion into the daily lives of
people, supported by the best practices of current leaders. The focus of the proposed
solution outlined in this chapter is on a key way to help get people physically active: to
create healthy work and living environments where it is easier for people to be physically
active irrespective of the situational leadership styles being applied (Tuso, 2015).
Providing a healthy work and living environment creates an opportunity for
coaches and trainers to positively influence their constituents while also solidifying their
purpose in mutually altruistic and profitable motivations. From the literature review, the
two measured variables of vigorous physical activity participation and servant leadership
practice share cognitive associations such as focus, discipline, and stepping out of
comfort zones. It was proposed that the conceptual relationship link was through the
fulfillment of the relatedness factor of the SDT (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Trainers and
coaches who embrace these motivations and remove barriers to participation, like
transportation challenges, participation fees, not having the right type of clothing, not
having enough time to participate due to work and family responsibilities, not feeling
confident in one’s abilities to perform the physical activity, not having a friend or
acquaintance to participate with, might be able to reach more participants (Heath et al.,
2006; Tuso, 2015). Generating interdisciplinary solutions to help different people
overcome challenges to participating in physical activity on a regular basis has the
potential to drastically improve people’s lives, personally and professionally. Some
examples of how coaches and trainers can help individuals overcome barriers include
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outreach to lower income populations with coupons, free trial admission, and reduced
fees for participation; contract-free participation so low-income participants are not
locked into long-term contracts they are not able to afford, and a de-emphasis on
participating in physical activity for extrinsic benefits, rather focus on helping
participants find the activity they enjoy and that they feel good doing.
The creation of work environments that encourage and promote healthy activity is
also a great place to focus purposeful action. Servant leadership theory provides a style
and method that makes such facilitation not just as an obligatory or cost-saving measure
but an action that comprehensively fulfills the definition of effective leadership and the
motivating factors of the SDT (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Again, successful servant leadership
creates a cohesive, synergistic group of people who through their exposure to the group
or organization become healthier, wiser, and freer which could in turn help employees
feel more competent, related, and autonomous (Greenleaf, 1977; Ryan & Deci, 2000).
Servant leadership is not the only leadership philosophy that individuals may follow, and
it is not the only leadership philosophy that considers the well-being of individuals. For
example, transformational leadership also has many similar concepts as servant
leadership and encourages followers to look beyond self-interests to the common good
(Johnson, 2012).
Of the 217 initial respondents, 176 of them indicated they practice leadership in
their daily lives. This could be in their work, volunteer, or community lives which means
these participants have the ability to impact other people through their leadership
practices. Trainers and coaches have the ability to be at the forefront of such a
renaissance. These fitness professionals, if fully embracing the strongest motivations for
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physical activity promotion, should also embrace the similar motivations for purposeful
leadership practice themselves. Coaches and trainers could capitalize on the cognitive
facilitations of focus and discipline in their clients to increase their physical fitness and
psychological and sociological wellness. Additionally, providing their services to a larger
clientele by attempting to lessen socioeconomic burdens through price reductions, class
based-services, traveling to needy communities and being advocates for physically active
community design could further break down barriers of physical activity participation
that exist in living and workplace environments. Such practices would be practical, realworld applications of effective situational leadership and provide the flexibility for
participants to also use a number of leadership styles creating followers who are
holistically healthier who themselves could positively influence others.
Practical Applications for the Fitness Industry
The fitness industry presents an interesting conundrum in the facilitation of health
and wellness across the entire population. An issue that has arisen in the United States is
the rise of fitness centers as profitable businesses with a focus on weight loss as a driver
for physique and aesthetics instead of health and wellness ("Schools, families, and
communities," n.d.). If the primary focus is on appearance, it sets up for a large amount
of failure in gym attendance and program adherence (Mustain, 2016). These types of
goals contain weak personal extrinsic motivations and lack strong intrinsic motivations
that would have lasting effects (Edmunds et al., 2007). By getting fitness professionals,
coaches, and trainers to shift the focus of the benefits of physical activity from aesthetics
to measurable health and wellness improvements, the individual could be holistically
developed. Literature also supports that internal organizational culture reflects on
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external perceptions of fitness clubs (Macintosh & Doherty, 2007) along with servicebased and emotional personal responsibilities successful trainers facilitate with their
clients (Maguire, 2001). For this to be a lasting and effective change coaches and trainers
will themselves need to embrace the positive feedback that cognitive and behavioral
factors have on both motivations and outcomes. This type of transition presents a
challenge. However, the growth of functional fitness (i.e. CrossFit, OrangeTheory etc.)
provides a promising step as larger populations are being exposed to varying intensity
levels and general nutritional recommendations. These burgeoning programs place a firm
priority on overall health improvement, encourage their clientele to take ownership of
their fitness, and present a social environment for their practice. The survey results
demonstrate that even in a state with low overall participation in physical activity, there
are small groups with high levels of activity. Getting these populations to grow through
effective promotion and altruistic motivation development is key.
Practical Applications for Health Care Professionals
One aim of the study was to provide data for healthcare professionals to revise
policies that promote and facilitate more people participating in vigorous activity. As
reported by the U.S. Census Bureau (CDC, 2013), only around 20% of all adults meet the
physical activity guidelines. In response, one of the main promoters in improving these
activity levels is for health professionals, such as physicians, nurses, nurse practitioners,
and physician assistants to begin encouraging their patients to track physical activity
along with other well-established biometrics such as blood pressure and heart rate (Liu,
Moy, Estrada, Rippberger, & Nguyen, 2017). Beginning with renowned institutions such
as the Mayo Clinic and Harvard, the reporting of Physical Activity as a Vital Sign
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(PAVS) has spread to regional health care institutions across the country in an attempt to
change the comprehensive reporting and treatment of chronic diseases (Kaiser, 2016) and
also demonstrating the feasibility to promote physical activity promotion strategies.
For this vital sign to be viable and useful for both individuals and medical
practitioners, the public needs to be aware of the amount and levels of activity necessary
for health benefits. A simple tool to help individuals assess their activity level in
comparison to the guidelines is also needed. This study employed the use of one such
metric, the IPAQ, to gather total weekly physical activity participation data for each
participant. Promoting the awareness and collection of this data has the potential to help
encourage individuals, along with their medical professionals, to observe their PAVS and
make the prescription of physical activity participation a more common practice. As
discussed in the literature review, the sociological aspect of physical activity is both a
positive outcome of participation and an influential factor in encouraging people to
participate. Research has found that by setting goals and telling others about those goals
to help the person stay accountable to those goals, the person is more likely to follow
through (Bandura, 2004). Participating in physical activity with peers in both youth
(Salvy et al., 2009) and adults (McNeill, Kreuter, & Subramanian, 2006) has been shown
to increase participation. The concept of PAVS works in much the same way, but with
the added benefit of the medical professional guidance which has been shown to also
improve participation in physical activity (Phillips & Kennedy, 2012).
Practical Applications for Community and Organizational Leaders
Even with the known benefits of physical activity participation is still low across
the entire population (CDC, 2013). Growing the size of the population that participates in
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the recommended amount of physical activity is dependent on creating environments
where it is easy to participate in regular, health beneficial physical activity further
satisfying strategies that can change physical activity promotion. The greatest influencers
on these environments are the respective community and organizational leaders. This
study found no statistical relationship between vigorous activity participation and servant
leadership characteristics measured by the SLQ. These findings do not support the
exclusive use of servant leadership philosophy to promote vigorous physical activity
participation. Additionally, the findings demonstrate that the level of vigorous physical
activity participation does not seem to matter when it comes to servant leadership
practice. This is good news as it does not limit practicing leaders, with varying leadership
philosophies, from the promotion of physical activity.
All leaders have the potential to facilitate physical activity in personal and
workplace environments. The utilization of situational leadership through vision and
foresight could be useful with the clear identification of metabolic syndrome as a threat
and knowledge of the cognitive and behavioral steps needed to improve the workplace
environment (Hershey & Blanchard, 1969). Transformational leadership demonstrates a
viable option as its motivations are rooted in the increased facilitation of self-growth and
personal self-worth (Burns, 1978). Transactional leadership could even be used as the
rises in metabolic syndrome are direct causes for decreased workplace performance,
absenteeism, and rising healthcare costs. Collectively, there are many ways and
motivations for the promotion of physical actively to be further incorporated into the
personal and professional lives of today’s leaders and followers. The conscious choice of
leaders to instill and demonstrate these characteristics personally and professionally can
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serve as the best practice in organizational and personnel health and wellness. The
apparent independence of the studied variables, as seen from the lack of correlation,
demonstrates how the motivating factors are not exclusively demonstrated by vigorous
activity and servant leadership.
Organizational leaders have a responsibility to promote healthy lifestyles and
physical activity. The demonstrated lack of a statistical relationship between the variables
opens the door for any practicing leader to encourage physical activity participation and
revise appropriate polices related to the creation of environments that make participation
easier. Community leaders also now have a responsibility to remove barriers and create
opportunities for all members of the community to have access to viable physical activity
outlets. Bike lanes, parks, walking trails, and community recreational activities need to be
maintained, promoted, and valued as outlets for physical activity (Heath et al., 2006;
Tuso, 2015). There placement needs to capture the full demographic spectrum regardless
of location or socioeconomic standing.
Evaluation and Timeline for Implementation and Assessment
The implementation of physical activity promoters has begun across the country
in a variety of ways and forms (Baicker, Cutler, & Song, 2010). Interest in workplace
wellness has dramatically rose as healthcare costs have soared and medical ($3.27) and
absenteeism ($2.73) costs have been shown to fall for every dollar invested in wellness
programs along with increased productivity and employee health (Baicker et al., 2010).
The truest evaluation of the success in the combat of metabolic syndrome will
occur through passive surveillance during the next U.S. Census in 2020 in regard to
collecting country wide data on activity levels. This activity data can be compared against
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reported cases of metabolic syndrome captured during the same time frame to provide a
measure of the decline, stagnation, growth of metabolic syndromes. This data could then
be segmented into state, county, and city results to provide more detailed demographic,
socioeconomic, and geographical information for evaluation. This analysis should be
continued until the prevalence of metabolic syndrome is reversed and no longer presents
a systematic danger to the U.S. population representing decades of possible observation
(Nsubuga, 2006). Local and regional reporting of metabolic syndrome occurrences would
provide a more flexible and reactive observation and could provide deeper insights into
the impacts of local efforts in the efforts to promote physical activity.
Even with immediate implementation this solution will take time to have
measureable effects on the population and the incidents of metabolic syndrome. While
the benefits of regular physical activity can be observed in only a few weeks (Johnson,
2017), the average time for purposeful habit creation has been shown to range widely
from 18 to 254 days (Lally, Van Jaarsveld, Potts, & Wardle, 2009). This would suggest a
timeline at a minimum of one year for the regular implementation of any formative
physical activity habit formation. While these implementations can be facilitated by
programs and actions of fitness professionals, healthcare professionals, and community
leaders, getting a population to embrace these changes and instill these habits will take
time. It will take a comprehensive solution from all the above groups to fight the
comprehensive problem of metabolic syndrome across the population.
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Implications
Implications for Future Research
An immense amount of study and funding is being spent to understand metabolic
syndrome across the country with the federal government spending over $4 billion in the
research of diabetes, obesity, and preventive cardiovascular function in 2017 alone
("Estimates of Funding," 2017). However, research in understanding the factors
important in promoting physical activity and identifying the leadership practices needed
to help rectify the increasing prevalence of metabolic syndrome do not receive the same
investments. This research project studied a topic that, with better understanding, can
help develop appropriate solutions by examining the relationship between level of
activity (vigorous activity) and one specific leadership style.
Future research should continue to examine the relationship between a wider
variety of activity levels (e.g., low, moderate, and vigorous) with more diverse leadership
characteristics and leadership situations. For example, the IPAQ also collects data on
moderate physical activity and transportation activity. Additionally, while corporate and
organizational wellness has experienced a surge in exposure, its implementation has been
observed across a broad spectrum. Current best practices have rendered the most
important concept in any implementation is to create a culture of health that is supported
through complete and altruistic leadership commitment (De La Torre & Goetzel, 2016).
Future research should distinguish and establish relationships between cognitive factors
and behavioral factors, so the most advantageous leadership theory could be studied in
practice. Continued research should also examine the empirical observations of
normative leadership theories like servant, transformational, and transactional leadership
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to help distinguish the cognitive concepts or behavioral characteristics that are unique to
each. With this improved assessment strategy, it could then be possible to further
investigate the relationship between cognitive and behavioral leadership characteristics
and physical activity levels using theories that are useful both conceptually and in
practice (Brawley, 2008).
Implications for Leadership Theory and Practice
Servant leadership has been an established and discussed leadership philosophy
since Robert Greenleaf’s (1977) seminal book was published. Many servant leadership
practitioners, Greenleaf included, have grown frustrated in the resistance and pace of
servant leadership’s practical adoption in real-world scenarios, organizations, and
institutions (McClellan, 2007). Servant leadership suffers from an understandable
reluctance of leaders to shift the primary focus of their leadership away from
organizational achievements or transformational goals to satisfying the highest needs of
their followers or subordinates. However, with the increasing rates of metabolic
syndrome across the country, it may soon be imperative to facilitate organizational
cultures that emphasize the absolute highest need, the health and wellness of the
individuals, as a paramount leadership goal.
The findings from this study showed no apparent relationship between vigorous
activity levels and servant leadership. These results provide an opportunity for coaches,
trainers, and fitness professionals to not just benefit their business but have holistic
motivations in the improvement of their clients' and communities' lives.
These findings also open the door to variable situational leadership styles being able to
implement cultures of health and wellness into today’s work environments. Purposeful
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steps need to be taken soon though as the rate of metabolic syndrome is growing even
though the problem is known (Aguilar et al., 2015). The continued deterioration of
America’s workforce from metabolic syndrome and its associated side effects could
cripple national productivity and continue to add to the burdened health care system
(Boles et al., 2004).
Summary of the Study
With the very real and growing problem of the rising rates of metabolic
syndrome, and its effects on health, wellness, performance, and engagement, an effective
method for its combat is necessary. Physical activity and healthy lifestyle choices are the
most effective and lasting influence on this set of chronic diseases. Even with the known
information, physical activity levels across the country are persistently under the
recommended levels. One known effective way to promote physical activity is to create
work cultures which encourage healthy lifestyles and physical activity supported through
altruistic and participatory leadership. Physical activity and the application of practical
leadership theories provide an option to facilitate such an environment.
An attempt was made to examine the relationship between two variables in a local
population, vigorous activity participation measured by the IPAQ and servant leadership
characteristics measured by the SLQ. While a significant relationship was not found, high
levels of each variable were discovered independently in the sample population. Using
collected demographic information, it was possible to detail characteristics of high level
practitioners of both variables. From this data it was proposed that health care, fitness
industry, and community/organizational leadership practitioners should evolve their
promotion of physical activity and purposefully spread its usage across more diverse age,
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ethnic, and socioeconomic groups. The increased usage of physical activity has the
potential to ward off the growing prevalence of metabolic syndrome before a larger scale
epidemic occurs which could further compromise the performance and engagement of the
United States workforce (King et al., 1988).
The absence of evidence to support the conclusion that a relationship exists
between the two variables allows for a large number of methods, styles, and theories to
be used in the promotion of physical activity. The promotion of environments that foster
physical activity and healthy lifestyles across all demographics in the fitness industry,
healthcare, and by organizational and community leaders provides the best solution to the
growing rates of metabolic syndrome.
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Appendix A
Vigorous Exercise Usage of Servant Leaders: A Descriptive Quantitative Analysis
Survey
Leadership/Control Variable:
Do you use or practice leadership in your work or community life (i.e. teams, groups,
organizations, committees etc.)?

o Yes
o No
Demographics:
Age: _____
Gender: Male

Female

What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? (If you are currently
enrolled in school, please indicated the highest degree you have received.)

o Less than a high school diploma
o High school degree or equivalent (e.g. GED)
o Some college, no degree
o Associate degree (e.g. AA, AS)
o Bachelor's degree (e.g. BA, BS)
o Master's degree (e.g. MA, MS, MEd)
o Professional degree (e.g. MD, DDS, DVM)
o Doctorate (e.g. PhD, EdD)
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Estimated Household Income

o Less than $20,000
o $20,000 to $34,999
o $35,000 to $49,999
o $50,000 to $74,999
o $75,000 to $99,999
o Over $100,000
Ethnic Origin

o Asian
o Black or African American
o Hispanic, Latino, or of Spanish origin
o White
o Pacific Islander
o Other
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IPAQ
We are interested in finding out about the kinds of physical activities that people do as
part of their everyday lives. The questions will ask you about the time you spent being
physically active in the last 7 days. Please answer each question even if you do not
consider yourself to be an active person. Please think about the activities you do at
work, as part of your house and yard work, to get from place to place, and in your spare
time for recreation, exercise or sport.
Think about all the vigorous activities that you did in the last 7 days. Vigorous
physical activities refer to activities that take hard physical effort and make you breathe
much harder than normal. Think only about those physical activities that you did for at
least 10 minutes at a time.
During the last 7 days, on how many days did you do vigorous physical
activities like heavy lifting, digging, aerobics, or fast bicycling?

o0
o1
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6
o7
How much time did you usually spend doing vigorous physical activities on one
of those days?

o hours per day ________________________________________________
o minutes per day ________________________________________________
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Think about all the moderate activities that you did in the last 7 days. Moderate
activities refer to activities that take moderate physical effort and make you breathe
somewhat harder than normal. Think only about those physical activities that you did
for at least 10 minutes at a time.
During the last 7 days, on how many days did you do moderate physical
activities like carrying light loads, bicycling at a regular pace, or doubles tennis?
Do not include walking.

o0
o1
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6
o7
How much time did you usually spend doing moderate physical activities on one
of those days?

o hours per day ________________________________________________
o minutes per day ________________________________________________
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Think about the time you spent walking in the last 7 days. This includes at work and at
home, walking to travel from place to place, and any other walking that you have done
solely for recreation, sport, exercise, or leisure.
During the last 7 days, on how many days did you walk for at least 10 minutes
at a time?

o0
o1
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6
o7
How much time did you usually spend walking on one of those days?

o hours per day ________________________________________________
o minutes per day ________________________________________________
The last question is about the time you spent sitting on weekdays during the last 7
days. Include time spent at work, at home, while doing course work and during leisure
time. This may include time spent sitting at a desk, visiting friends, reading, or sitting or
lying down to watch television.
During the last 7 days, how much time did you spend sitting on a week day?

o hours per day ________________________________________________
o minutes per day ________________________________________________
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Servant Leadership Questionnaire - Self
This portion of the questionnaire is to describe your leadership behaviors and attitudes as
you perceive them. Please answer all of the questions. Please indicate how well each of
the following statements describes you.

I put others best interest ahead of my own.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
I do everything I can to serve others.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
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I sacrifice my own interests to meet others’ needs.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
I go above and beyond the call of duty to meet others' needs.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
I am someone that others turn to if they have a personal trauma.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
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I am good at helping others with their emotional issues.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
I am talented at helping others heal emotionally.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
I am one that can help mend others’ hard feelings.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
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I am alert to what's happening around me.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
I am good at anticipating the consequences of decisions.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
I have a good awareness of what is going on around me.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
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I am in touch with what is happening around me.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
I know what is going on in the organization.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
I offer compelling reasons to get others to do things

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
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I encourage others to dream "big dreams" about the organization.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
I am very persuasive.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
I am good at convincing others to do things.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
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I am gifted when it comes to persuading others.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
I believe that the organization needs to play a moral role in society.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
I believe that our organization needs to function as a community.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
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I see the organization for its potential to contribute to society.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
I encourage others to have a community spirit in the workplace.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
I am preparing the organization to make a positive difference in the future.

o Not at all (1)
o Once in a while (2)
o Sometimes (3)
o Fairly often (4)
o Frequently, if not always (5)
This is the end of the survey. Thank you.
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Creighton Institutional Review Board Exemption
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Appendix C
Gymnasium Recruitment Letter

Dear CrossFit Springfield Members,
I am a doctoral student at Creighton University in Omaha, Nebraska, and my dissertation
topic is investigating the relationships of Vigorous Physical activity Usage by Leadership
Practitioners.
I hope you will consider participating in the study by completing the online survey that is
posted at the following website: (http://bit.ly/2yltiPF). The survey will require
approximately 3 to 7 minutes of your time.
When accessing the website, you will be directed to review a consent information page
prior to beginning the survey. Any information obtained during this study will be kept
strictly confidential. You will not provide your name nor will it be stored in any way
maintaining anonymity.
Please complete the survey by December 15th 2017. Thank you in advance for your
participation. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or comments
by email at josephwilliams@creighton.edu.
Again the link is below. Thank you for your time and participation. http://bit.ly/2yltiPF
Sincerely,
Joseph Williams, M.S.
Ed.D Candidate
Creighton University
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Appendix D
Faculty Recruitment Letter
Dear Faculty and Staff,
I am a doctoral student at Creighton University in Omaha, Nebraska, and my dissertation
topic is investigating the relationships of Vigorous Physical activity Usage by Leadership
Practitioners.
I hope you will consider participating in the study by completing the online survey that is
posted at the following website: (http://bit.ly/2yltiPF). The survey will require
approximately 3 to 7 minutes of your time.
When accessing the website, you will be directed to review a consent information page
prior to beginning the survey. Any information obtained during this study will be kept
strictly confidential. You will not provide your name nor will it be stored in any way
maintaining anonymity.
Please complete the survey by December 15th 2017. Thank you in advance for your
participation. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or comments
by email at josephwilliams@creighton.edu.
Again the link is below. Thank you for your time and participation. http://bit.ly/2yltiPF
Sincerely,
Joseph Williams, M.S.
Ed.D Candidate
Creighton University

